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Pres ident Haal and nom inate d
One of three selected for Gettysb urg presiden cy
By Kim Armstrong

, UNH President Gordon.
Haaland has been nominated
as one of the three presidential
candidates for Gettysburg Col, lege in Pennsylvania. Haaland's
nomination Will be announced
at the college today.
In the recent search, Gettysburg College selected their
presidential nominations like
any other university or college.
College committees select
nominations . by contacting
colleagues from other institutions and other presidents,
requesting names of candidates
that may be able to fill the
position, according to Haaland.
Haaland will travel to Gettysburg sometime at the end of
October for an interview. The ·
interview will give Haaland a
chance to see what Gettysburg ·
has to offer, allowing him to
weigh his options against fu:..
ture possibilities at UNH. It will
UNH students boarded a ~us last Saturday that went to give both parties involved a
Seabrook for the protest. {Mike Parnham photo)
chance to learn each other's
needs, and allow Gettysburg
an opportunity to see if Haaland has the skills, personality,
and other qualities to work in
their organization, said Haaland. ·
"This is one of,., tj:ie ·reas~s
why I'm talking td them," said
Haaland, in regards to bis
y Linda Hyatt
upcoIDing
interview. "I'm hot
Six UNH students were ar- shire) property.
sure if I will leave UNH."
ested last Saturdaywhen they''
Protesters could either
According to Dan DiBiasio,
·oined over 1,000 people gath- stand up on their own and
assistant
to the president, al- .
red at a non-violent protest of board a waiting bus or watt to
civil disobedience at the Seab- be dragged to it instead, said though Haaland did not seek
the nomination, but he is thinkook Station nuclear power Landry.
ing
seriously about it because
plant in Seabrook N.H.
Landry added that ~s he
he
let
his review go ahead.
According to Sophomore attempted to photograph one
"I am not leaving the Unihawn Landry, a UNH GAIA policeman on the bus~ "he (the
ember, students Steve Allen, policeman) looked at me and versity at this time," said Haaldrea Tomlinson, John Ska- said, 'want me .to shove that and. He has not been offered a
job as of yet, he saig.
cky, Flo Reed, and Jen Mast thing up your ass?' "
"There comes a time when
well as himself and 4 70 other
Although µte students.ara
president
has to give thought
protesters were arrested for rested didn't have to pay any
to
leaving,"
said Haaland. "I
trespassingwh en they climbed fee on Saturday, Landry said
;ver Seabrook entrance gates. that they will have · to go to don't know if this is the right
Landry said that after scal- court and face "either a $100 time"
Tile average tenure for a
ing the gate, "everyone sat fine or 20 hours of
community , universitypresi dentisapproxiown." Eventually police told
service.
mately five years, said DiBiathe group they would be arPaul Gunter, a co-founder sio. Haaland has been pi-esirested if they didn't leave, as of the Clamshell Alliance, said
dent at UNH for five years, but
they were trespassing on PSNH
has
been involved with the
(Public SeIVice of New HampPROTEST, page 15
university long before that.

"The president is doing an
extremely effective Job," said
DiBiasio. "Taking the Job elsewhere would. be sad for UNH. "·
Gettysburg College, a small
liberal arts college, is situated
in historical Pennsylvania,
surrounded partially by the
National Park. Studies evolve
around a classical liberal arts
curriculum, with approximately 2,000 students attend.,.
ing. The college will be announcing its candidates individually, where in turn each

candidate will visit the campus, said Haaland.
_
Julie Ramsey, secretaiy of
the search committee at Gettysburg, was unavailable for
comment.
If Haaland is offered a position at Gettysburg, and he
accepts the offer, the Board of
Trustees will make the determination of a new president,
said. Haaland. He had no comment as to who would be in line
f9r this position.

Pr0te st ·equal s arres t
f0r ·six UNH stude nts

·Students join fight agairts{ Seabrook

L----- ------- ------- ------'

Tailg aiting polic ies revie wed ..

Under&ge drinkers will not be allowed to enter tailgating areas
By Colleen Marquis

Wild, all ·day, all age tailgating parties are but a mem- _
01y for alumni and older students. The "new" tailgating
policy is now three years old.
With hpmecomingju staround
the corner, underage students
mightbewonde rlng, "Justwhat
are my ·chances of tailgating
this weekend?-"
Well folks, according to
thel 989 tailgaiting guide, your
chances are n~ to none.
The guideline, "developed
by a group representative of

University related constituencies," states that every person
in the designated tailgating
areas will be checked to ensure
they are 21 years of age or
older.
The other rule affecting the
drinking behavior of participants is the 10:30 a.m. kickoff.
Guideline #5 states "tailgating
activities involving the consumption of alcohol will be
limited to the period 10:30a.m. .
to 12:30 p.m."When the game
starts the drinking ends.

1

/

/

/,,

.The 1989 policy is similar
to the 1987 policy, except for
the kickoff time of the game,
and the allowance of non-alco- .
holic tailgating activities to
continue into the game and at
halftime.
Dean of Students J. Gregg
Sanborn is optimistic about the '
change and believes alumni will
also be pleased. ·
"Forcing people to leave the
area the moment the game
TAILGATING, page 14

HaalaJid will be 'interviewed In end of October'tor presidency

at Getty:ia,utg. (Mike Parnham photo)
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More than meet s the eye behin d the Ston e Ch\ll ch
By Ellen Harris

One hundred and fifty four
years have passed since the .
construction of the small
Universalist/ Methodist church
began in Newmarket. Its original purpose was to provide a
· place of prayer for the foremen
of the ·,Newmarket mills. Its
current function has little to do
· with religion, and much more
to do with good music, good
beer and good times with
friends.
The former church, lo~ated
high on a hill off Newmarket's
Main Street, is now The Stone
Church, a bar with a reputation for great local barids and a
relaxed atmosphere.
A peeling, wooden sign with
the words .. Meeting House"
greets the bar's patrons as they
enter through solid doors.
Lackingahinge , thedoortothe outside opens , and shuts by
means of a brick tied to a rope
extending along the door frame, ·
creating a pulley system.
The rustic appearance of
the bar is only one reason why
people come to the Stone
Church; the attraction is the
live music, said co-owner Ellie
O'Connor.
..We have a wide variety of
music here; as long as it's
danceable and high quality, we
· ·have it," said O'Connor~ .. It
can't be top 40; we don't do
heavy metal; we do just
good ... basic ... rock and roll."

O'Connor said that besides
rock, they also have reggae and
jazz bands, and that some of
the Thursday night bands are
progressive.
Toe Stone Church is open
from Thursday to Saturday
night from 8:00 p.m. to 1:00
a.m., according to O'Connor.
Thursday nights are resetved for local bands like Savoy
Truffle, Stewed Tomatoes, and
the Rhythm Crazies, while the
weekend bands are generally
brought in from Boston, said
O'Connor. ,
"We're not an upscale bar,"
said O'Connor; looking around
at the cast iron chandeliers
shaped like old wagon wheels '
and the beer stained floor.
"We're proud though, the quality of the music can't be beat,"
she said, glancing up to_ the
stage where Savoy Truffle
played for the 80 plus Thursday night patrons.
Toe crowd, composed of a
mix of young and old, moved to
the music of Savoy Truffle, as
the band belted out tunes like
'Barefootin,' 'Jailhouse Rock,'
and 'Do You Wanna Dance?'
Feet dressed in sandals,
turf shoes, cowboy boots and
bright high-tops twisted and
hopped all over the wooden .
floor, making it tremble.
Plain wooden tables and
chairs lining the outside of the
one room bar are filled with

The old Ne~rkeiato ne church Is now a new
(Ben Frazier photo) .
couples and groups of friends, .Storie Church since May.
their faces lit by small candles
"People come in here rein iron candle holders· along laxed," said Caldwell. "They
know they can just come in
the wall.
Karin Caldwell, a UNH and be themselves." _
"It's so unlike Nick's... so
graduate student, has been
workin,g as a ,waitress at ~he r~laxed," said senio~ English

NA TIO NA L
Delta airline fire
investig ated
Salt Lake City (AP) - Federal aviation
authorities opened ail investigation yesterday into
the cause of the fire that broke out Saturday
afternoon aboard Delta Airlines 727 boarding at
the Salt Lake International Airport.
A Delta official confrrmed that there were
no serious injuries from th~ fire, which apparently
started in the "computer netve center" in the
forward belly area of the plane. Fifteen persons
had boarded the 148-passenger. aircraft when the
fire started. Nine people were treated for injuries.

10 governo rs speak

STONE CHURCH.

pagel 1
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NY hit by storms ;-1

killed, 3 hurt

·Bus crash injures 42
in Las Vegas

Albany, NY (AP) - Violent thunderstorms
Las Vegas (AP)-A tour bus full ofweekend
ripped ac~ross upstate New York Saturday, with
gamblers flipped on its side on a rain-slickened
heavy rain and winds up to 85 m. p.h. knocking out
highway in downtown Las Vegas on Saturday.
power to thousands of homes and killing at least one
Forty-two persons . were injured, although not
person. A man was killed and three other persons, - seriously, authorities said.
including two boys, were slightly injured when their
Scorpio Tours bus was canying passengers
mobile home was blown several feet from its
from Southern California when it crashed in the
foundation in McDonough, police said yesterday.
Northbound lane of interstate 15.
·
A sky diver who was aloft when the storm hit
was yanked ~pward 1,500 feet in thr~e seconds, said
Niagara County Sheriffs deputy Duane Jacobs. The
parachutist, David Konstabel, 32, of West Seneca~
told the police that when he hit the ground, he was
dragged 300 feet across a barbed-wire fence and into
some trees in the town of Newfane.

Boston shootin gs
spread

out on abortio n
Washington (AP) - Gov. Madeleine M.
Kunin of Vermont yesterday unveiled an unusual
plea to the Supreme Court from · 1b governors
urging the justices to reject efforts to restrict
abortions. . The governors ·took their stand in a
friend-of-the-co urt brief urging the high court to
strike down an Illinois statute they said would
impose "extremely burdensome requirements" on
abortion clinics.
Jbis brief in the Illinois case was s~gned by
Governors of Michigan, Alaska, Ohio, New York.
Massachusetts , Washington, Oregon, Maine and
Colorado. Other: than the governor of Maine, John
McKernan, the other governors are all Democrats.

major Rose Argue .
Chris Bourque, a
Portsmouth resident, has been
to the·Stone Church four or five
times. "It (Stone Church) has a

Atlanti s ready for
launch
Cape Canaveral, . Fla. (AP) - The space
shuttle Atlantis was pronounced ready Sunday for a
launch to dispatch the Galileo probe to Jupiter. This
could be one of most scientifically rich planetary
exploration mission yet.
Technicians worked around the clock to
replace a failed ·engine computer that forced a fivedaypostponem entofthe flight. Launch preperations
were taking place under the tightest security ever for
a shuttle flight because of threats Jrom antinuclear
activists opposed to a launch canying 49.4 pounds
of radioactive . plutonium 238.
The liftoff was
scheduled for yesterday at 12:57 p.m

There were more shootings among young
people this weekend in Boston. . Police say that
gangs are believed to have been involved in at least
6 shootings reported in a 12 hour period that lasted
from Saturday night to -Sunday morning in
Mattapan.
Four persons remained hospitalized last
night
a result of the violence. A number of
shootings has increased sharply over the past two .
weeks, Deputy Police Superintenden t William
Celester said.
·
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Rates ranked h·i gh ·
at Durham Bank
By Stacy Grugnale

Tailgating ls a very popular event for many_students before
·
-(Michelle Adam photo)

Students can deposit their system and they have a right to
money at four banks in Dur- · do what they want with their
ham: the Federal Savings rates, but we have the right to
Bank, _S eacoast Savings, New choose our bank."
The main concern of the
Hampshire Fede-r al Credit .
Union, and the Durham Bank. three senators is to get the ·
Of the four, Durhain Bank facts out to students. "There
. , handles the ·most student ac- are four banks in Durham and
counts. And, according to a we want students to know
sUIVey presented at the Stu- what's available," said Dobron.
dent Senate meeting Sunday · He urged student senators to
night, Durham Bank also "get tJ;ie word out."
Other plans of the senacharges students the most
tors, according to Dobron, inmoney.
Three student senators, elude compiling a "comprehen.
Jay Brown, Matt Combs, and sive service package for freshAl Dobron, conducted a study· men" explaining the banking
on the four banks and pre- . options students have. ~Durhomecoming football games. sented the results to the sen- ham Bank seems to have a
ate. The study, said Brown, ·monopoly on freshmen," said
·
was prompted by "gripes from Dobron.
Durham Bank probably
students about banking in_
gets the most business from
Durham."
According to Brown, the students because it is in a
three senators .. got literature convenient location, according
from the four local banks and to the senators. They also bevisited the banks to·talk to rep- lieve that many students aren't
resentatives." From this infor- aware -of other banking possimation, they determined the bilitles.
Brown said that he believes •
preliminary statistics ofthe four
banks, and "compiled charts of the most important message to
get to the stucfe;11ts is to "bethe different rates." ·
The results show that comeaware"thattherearefour
"Durham Bank's rates·are sig- banks that all provide different
nificantly higher," said Combs. services. Be emph~sized that
According to the senators' the senators "encourage stucharts , Durham Bank has the dents to shop around."
The three senators sajd
highest minimum balance for
savj.ngs accounts and the high- that all of the banks were coopestminimum balance ($300) to erative in• the study. Combs
gain interest, is the only bank stressed that representatives
that charges for a below mini- at Durham Bank were "honest
mum balance ($3.00), and has anddi~n·ttrytohideanything."
According io Dobron, the
· the lowest interest rates (5 I/
% compared to 5 1/2%) of all senatqrs plan to "tell the banks
4_
about the presentation (at the
four banks.
For a regular checking senate)," and will keep in touch
account, DurhamBankha& the with the banks to keep track of
highest maintenance fee and is where the students are putting .
the only bank with _a per-check their money and to find out
how many students have closed
·
charge.
..Ifyou want to save money, accounts at Durham Bank.
The presentation at the
you should probably get it out
ofDUFham Bank," said Combs. senate meeting Sunday night .
He added that the other three was just the "first step in the
banks have comparable-rates. proc~ss." according to Combs.
Brown, Combs, and Doh"We're not attacking Durham Bank but the statistics ron received support from the - ·
pretty much speak for them- senate and were thanked for
had to look a(everyone's room selves," said Dobron.
their effort on the project and·
on the floor.
Combs agreed, '"we're not their concern about student
You want your parents to making a monster of them."
interests.
meet all your friends. It seems
-¥ter all it's a capitalist
easy but it's also a strange
experience.
"Parents have no idea
about your friends. They.can't
comprehena how close_you've
·gotten," Rebecchi said. "Yoti
say to them, ·Mom, :Oad, this is
my friend Joe Schmoe,' and
they say, ·on, nice to meet you... By Ishl Niyama Burdett
In .a n effort to promote to various programs and' groups
One of the more popular
activities of Parent's weekend volunteerismm in all fields at or agencies in need of volunwas the pilgrimage to shopping · UNH, a new group will s~rt teer workers.
PAVE \\Till recruit students
outlets in Freeport, Kittery, and PAVEing the way towards
"Every kid charitable work at their first for numerous causes, includPortsmouth.
takes advantage of their par- meeting as a recognized ing daycare centers, hospices,
homeless shelters. -the Salvaents missing them," said Fog- organization tonight.
PAVE, People for the Ad- tion Army, Project Link (teacharty. "You see something and
they'll buy it for you without vancementofVolunteer Efforts, ing adults to read) and pre~
is currently headed by a group natal clinics, according to Allieven asking."
Eating out, another impor- of three students and several son Wildridge, assistant directant part of parents weekend, faculty advisors who will act as tor for residential programs and
a referral agency for students
PARENT'S, page 23
PAVE, palfe 11 who wish to donate their time

Parents' weekend, here and.gone _again
Activities, food and fun keeps moms and dads-busy
By Lynn Mezzano

You cleaned your room, are, and the places you and
vacuumed the rug, washed the your friends go. They want to
week-old dishes and ironed know everything. For most
-YOUr clothes. Mom and Dad people, this means showing
were on the way to UNH's par~nts and, in some cases,
the rest of the family, the tour
annual parent's weekend.
· "It was definitely culture of the campus and anything
shock," said Jen Militello. "It else that would let'.them expewas like they were part of rience what everyday life at
college is like.
school."
"I wanted to show them
"You're used to going home
but it's weird when your par- everything," said Jen Rebecents come here and see your chi. She showed her parents
room and eveiything ·you've where her classes were and
done," said Sharon Fogarty. some parts of the campus. "We
"They see your new life and are had to take a family picture in
· proud ,ofyou."
front of the foliage," she added."They had 50 million ques. Militello took a campus
. tions," said Cara Conaty about tour with her father and they
the assorted relatives who went to the open house com..:
came to visit on Saturday. puter services in Thompson
"Who's got the sexy post~r?" . Hall. "My dad gets into comand, "Who's room is that?"were puters. He loved it," she said.
Fogarty said her parents
among some they asked, she
hung around in her room for a
said.
Parents love to see where while. wib.ey liked hanging out:"
you eat, where your classes she ~id. She also said they
1

.New group organized
to raise volunteeri sm
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BRIEF S
African nationalists
have been released
Soweto, South Africa - Eight black
nationalists were released from South African
prison on Sunday. .,T heywere greeted by crowds of
black supporters.· Their releases were a sign of
recognition for the African National Congress, the
countrts principal liberation movement, which ,
was outlawed in 1960.
Walter Sisuli, 77, the former Secretary- of
the ANC was one of the prisoners to be released. He
said he was happy to be out but that there could be
no rejoicing --When we think of those ~omrades we
have left behind, especially our comrade Nelson
Mandela, who has been in prison longer than any
of us." Mandela has been imprisoned since 1962.

Moscow (AP) - Prime Minister Nikolai
Ryzhkov said yesterday tbat billions of ,rubles
worth of imported -goods, including perishable
foodstuffs, were piling up at Soviet ports and not
reaching • desperate consumers because of
bureaucratic mismanagement. "'Ibis is intolerable,"
Ryzhkov said in a television interview broadcast
Sunday night.
_
"Now that goods have begun to arrive, our
bad management once again has becoine evident."
Since the beginning of the month, Ryzhchov said,
25,, 000 tons offoocl arid thousands of tons of soap
and detergent have been imported, but as the
middle of the month none of it has reached
consumers.

MONDAY ..:."CLASH DAY":

Aranyaprathet, Thailand - _Evidence is
mounting that the United States has increased its
involvement in the Cambodian civil war. - U.S.
advisors are helpin..g to train the cnncommunist .
Cambodian resistance troops and may have gone
-inside Cambodia wiLh them this month.
Local officials in Northern Cambodia told
journalists last week that Cambodian resistance
guerillas had four whit~ foreigners with cameras
with them when they attacked late last month. In a
refugee camp on the Thai-Cambodian border, Khmer
· People's National Liberation Front soldiers recently
s_aid that they had received U.S. weapons.

Bogota (AP) -Authorities captured a man
convicted of drug trafficking charges in New York,
news reports said yesterday. Police arrested Victor
Eduardo Mera Mosquera, 36, Friday in the southern
city of Cali, according to reports.
, He was arrested in New York in February
1984 and charged with taking part in a drug ring. '
El Espectador said Mera Mosquera was freed from
a Manhattan jail because of a "bureaucratic error"
but was later convicted in absentia.

·B elfast p9lice stop,
m.edia protest march
A march to protest media censorship in
Northern Ireland got censored yesterday. About
4bO people marched down the Falls Road, but
large contingent ofpolice officers and British soldiers
prevented them from leaving the Roman Catholic
ghetto of West Belfa~t.
··
Most of the protestors are members ofSinn
Fein, the political wing of the Provisional 'trish
Republican Army. They had planned to march to
the city's center and present a letter to the offices of
the British Broadcasting Corp., objectjngto media's
restrictions.

a

Wear your plaids w/ your stripes & get $.50 of a Lg. Yogurt@he LICKER STORE

TUESDAY - "SUEDE DAV" :

Wear Sued,,e & Get $.10 off penny candy @ CA T'S CLOSET-

WEDNESDAY - "WOODSTOCK DAV" :

- Giant Twister Game: 4:00pm, Health Services ~awn-, DJ and Free Prizes.
(sponsored by UNH Dining, cjnc9, CAB)
Coffeehouse in Devine Niche @ 8pm (sponsored by CAB, UNH Dining
"The. Wizard of OZ" Shown on A Ul 's lawn @ 9pm. Comeget ideas for
your floats and costumes. (sponsored·by PFO! ATQ)

THURSDAY - "STREET

4-Bpm Music, Games, Food. Located in Upper Quad. (sponsored by PFO,
CAB, Huddleston)
Annual Bed Races - 5pm Lower Quad. Get your PJs and join the.fun!
5pm Parade down Main St. --$1000 prize to float contest winner!
Contest -winner wins ride for two in Hot air ballon! _.

.CELEBRATION
In OZ"

fRIDAY -"UNHPARAPHANALIA

6pm Bonfire in _Lower Quad --Come show your UNH SPIRIT!

DAV
(wear your blue and white!) -

SATURDAY

-

.

?',i~
t:.~i. . j
/

Kuwait (AP) - The Kuwait government, in
talks yesterday \\ith Nicaraguan President Daniel
Ortega, expressed readiness to offer some form of
assistance to tne cash-strapped Central American
country, government officials said. The officials did
not comment on whether any would be for defense
purposes.
Ortega, touring the Persian Gulf to raise
funds and boost his image back home before
presidential elections, held a first round of talks
yesterday with the emir of Kuwait! Sheikh Jaber
Ahmad Sabah.

U .S believed to aid
Cainbodian war

Soviet Im.ports
· lllism.anaged

a

Colo1nbia drug
trafficker capt~ed

Kuwait is ready _to aid
ailing Nicaragua

if!f'

.

f

.

Pre.,.Game concert and Festival Tent @ 1am
12:30 Football Game UNH v. Richmond
Post-Game entertainment and Hot Air Ballon
5:30 Hotel Dinner
8pm NH Gentlemen and Notables Concert.

Johnson Theater

i -:,_,

t} _:

** Registration informatic;m and
more
details available in the Student Activites
Office 9 Rm 126 MU 8 9 862-1001 **
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MEN'S 1ENNIS - vs. Boston University. Field House, 3:30
p.m.
FACUL1YLECTURE SERIES- ..Was the Bolshevik.Revolution
necessary?~ Hans Heilbronner, Professor ofHistoiy. Alumni
Center, 7:30 p.m
POETRY READING- Palestinian Poetiy by Wendy Skakeeny,
Bos.ton actress and narrator for PBS radio, 'IV & National
Geographic. Rm. 204, H~rton, 7:30 p.m .

.SIDORE LECfURE SERIES- ..Fundamentalism and:Scielice:
The - Creationist Controversy," Langdon Gilkey, Shailer
Matthews Prof. of Theology, University of Chicago Divinity
School. Strafford Rm., MUB, 7:30 p.m.
GERMAN FILM SERIES - ..Goodbye Winter." Richards
Audltortum, M~kland, 8 p.m., $1 donation.

Glory Daze wUI soon have a new expansion which will Include dell food and bagels. (Ed
Sawyer photo)

From Glory.Daze to Yesterdaze
New deli .will be an ·· expansion to downtown_restaurant

\

WEDNESDAY, ~TOBER 18

WOMENS STUDIES BAG LUNCH - Informal discussions.
"What is the agenda for women faculty, .staff and students in
higher education." .Hillsborough Rooni, MUB, noon to 1 p.m.
MENS SOCCER-vs. Boston University. Field House, 3 p.m.

By Tracy Henzel

This week, Glory Daze by this weekend's homecomrestaurant on Main Street in ing.
Durham will be expanding not
These new changes will
only only its restaurant, but ..give us more vo,ume," admit. ted Clark.
its menu a$ well.
· Accoi-dingtoClark, YesterDoug Clark, a native or
Durham · for 23 years and daze Deli will seive six new
graduate of UNH, will open types of sandwiches, six new
"Yesterdaze Deli" as an addi- , subs, four bagel sandwiches,
tion of his Glory Daze Restau- soups, salads, and pastries.
rant in the space formerly
Clark said Yesterdaze will
occupied by Campus Copy.
· also have .a room with the
· Renovations have been taking capacity to hold functions of
place over the last few weeks,
up to 12 to 15 people.
with Clark's goal being to open
In addition, Clark plans

.-

include a theme which he
deems his ..evolution of the
decades." Clark plans for various murals to- be painted on
the walls :with a different cartoon character from each decade.
Jennifer Revine, a junior
at UNH, said she believes "it's
about time we had a place like
this~"
purham has needed a good,
fast sandwich and salad place
·for a long time."

Career model helps land students'job s

RUSSIAN FILM SERIES - ..Autu~ ·Marathon." Richards
Auditorium, Murkland, 4 p.m., $1 donation.
GIANT '.IWIS1ER GAME - Health Center Lawn, 4 .p.m.
FRENCH LECTURE/ FILM SERIES - "La Marseillaise."
Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.
FILM - (3-part series) ..Cry of Reason: An Afrikaner Speaks
Out," South Africans tell their stories of good news, hope, and
the possibility of conversion. Waysmeet Protestant Student
Center, 15 Mill Road, 7 p.m.
FACUL1Y CONCERr SERIES. - Peggy Vagts, flute; Ruth
Edwards, piano. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
HOMECOMING COFFEEHOUSE-The Niche in Devine Hall,
8p.m.

By Susan Mccarter
Are you a senior, . who · or her skills, values and inter- interested in is not suitable · THURSDAY.OCTOBER19
.
breaks into a cold sweat at the ests.
and thus find other opportuniCPP offers a varietyofways ties.
, ·
thought of finding a job? Or
HOMECOMING
are you junior or sophomore toaidinidentlfyingcareergoals
This first step is the most
lacking .career direction and and possible careers. The . crucial in finding a job. As
AMERICAN STUDIES SEMINAR- Brigitte Bailey, D~pt. of
--. unsure of what looms out in student can use a c9mputer Holmessaid, ..Howcanyoulook
English, "Cooper in the Alps: 1ravel Literature and Landscape
the ..real world?" ·
program called SIGI +. SIGI.+ forajobwithoutknowingwhat
Painting," Hillborough Room, MUB, 12;30 p.m.
For many, finding a job is computerized questionnaire you want?" All the other steps
a scary, confusing, anxiety program which matches a (?f the model follow with ease
FIELD HOCKEY-vs. Holy Cross. New Hampshire Hall, 3 p.m.
filled task, but it does not have student's interests, skills and when students have a clear
to be. There is·a model devel- values to a variety of possible idea' of what they want.
EARTH SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM-"Utility of Chemical
oped by the Career Planning careers.
Holmes has found, from
Modeling in Natural and Environmentally Stressed
After answering the ques- talking to recruiters, .. that the
and Placement Service (CPP),
Hydrological Systems," Dr. · Randy Bassett, University of
which takes a student through tions, the student is then given · biggest~asonstudentsareno t Arizona (3rd Annual Darcy Lecturer). Room 119, James, 4
four steps which may eventu- the computerized print-out of invited back for a second lnterp.m.
possible careers.
ally· land ·them Jobs.
view is a lack of focus." If a
One senior who was using student can point out his or STREET CELEBRATION IN OZ-Music, games, food. Lower
The m¢el first shows how
a student can identify poten- the program said, ..Now I am her interests and skills, ,and
Quad, Area II, 4-8 p.m. (Includes T-Shirt Contest Judging at
tial careers, to make a decision more relaxed, it (SIGI +) opens howheorshehashnplemented · 4:30 p.m.)
I
and finally implement that up opportunities. Even if I them, a potential employer will
choice.
·
· don't get ajob in my field at be hnpressed.
BED RACES-begins at 5 p.m.
· . ..It ls hard to.think about UNH, there are other opportuOnce a student has found
getting · a job with everything nities out there."
possible career paths, said
MUSO FILM-"Liquid Sky." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30
· Sometimes a student finds
else I have to do," said one
.p.m.
'
FINDING A JOB. page 9
out what they though theywere
UNH senior.
David Holmes, director of . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - F R E N C H LECTURE/FILM SERIES,--"La Marseillaise."
CPP, advised, "Worry about it, WOMENS SOCCER-vs. Stony Brook. 3 p.m.
Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 8 p.m.
but not greatly. Most hnportantly, do something. Worry NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR~"Argentlna· and Brazil-A CELEBRl1Y SERIES-The Market Theater of Johannesburg,
less and take action."
Comparison of Their Development," Thomas Skidmore, Brown South-Africa in "You Strike the Woman, You Strike the Rock."
The first step, according to University. Forum Room, Dhnond Library, 3:45 p.m. Information: Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. Tickets: MUB.Tick~t Offece, 8622290, 10:-4
Holmes, is the most crucial in 862-2398.
.
finding a suitable job which
meets the students interests HOMECONIING P.ARAp&--'.-Down Main Street, Durham, 5 p.m. . FRIDAY. OCTOBER 20
and ·values. In order for the
student to identify potential MEN'S HOCKEY- East · Face-Off Night with Boston College, Lastdaytowithdrawfroni the Universitywithout grades ofWP
careers~ the student must Boston University and Maine. Snively, 6 p.m.
orWF.
1
make a self-assessment of his

a
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On The Spot,
What are the Illodern day -equivalents of the flying Illonkeys in The .
Wizard of Oz? -.

''The. low flying, noisy fighter
planes from Pease"

"Political fighters that are
forced tojight for a cause
that their leaders have .
deemed ~portant. '"

"UNHmen"

Danielle Revenelle
.Political Science
Freshmen

Li~da Teny
Undeclared Liberal Arts
Sophomore

"Radical ski-jumpers."

-.:_.

Andy Sayre
Undeclared Liberal Arts
Sophomore

Chris Lee.·
Music EducationSenior

LIQUID SKY

,·

I

I~·•······························,
·.:.:::::.·:.·::.·.·:::::. ·.·:.~::.·:.·:.·:.·.·::::.·:.·:::.·.·::.··.·.·.·::::.·.:.:.:.:.:.:

·:::::mansi,wirstmamr::::::=:::

THURSDAY -7:00& 9:30
-STRAFFORD ROOM, ·MUB

................................

~

Students $1

· Non-Students $2

~

Ca{{for you order:
it ·wi,{{ be redy wlien you arrive{

. For-,Prornpt Deli~eries ...call ...868-2~24 ·
·> .:-:- .. From 5:00pm to ._Cto~~ .. _.. , .

5l cuCt .cCassic that brings together ~w 'Wave

su6cuCture and science fiction gimmickry. 'I1ie lieir
apparent to tlie ~cK}J j[orror Picture Sliow
111111111

. pre~ented by:

IJIUSO._. · &
~

~
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Pre-registration rounds
the corner once again
Slightly different because of new computers
By Melissa Bane

With the falling of leaves
and the chilling weather comes
_ another autumn ritual ... preregistration. It is about to
hap~n once_agajn.
Registration begins for
upper classmeli October 23,
and will continue through
November 3. Freshmen will
pre-register separately on
November 13, and continue till
November 22.
According to Donna Reed,
- assistant registrar of scheduliiig, the only change in preregistration this year involves·
the registrar's -new computer
system "Banner"~
Banner will make registration a slightly quicker process,
said Reed.
"'Ihe computer only registers the course reference
number and therefore any incorrect number which is recorded will sdiedule the wrong
class," said Reed.
Students will therefore
receive their receipt and be
informed of any mistake by
mail. The student will then be
requested to come in and correct any schedule error.
Reed stressed that with this
new-system, each student must
be more careful to record their
courses correctly.
Try to get the process done

early in order to beat the last
day rush lines, suggested Reed.
She admitted, however, a "last
day crowd is inevitable."
Reed also warned against
forging an advisor's signature
in order.to tum in a pre-registration form quickly.
Forging an advisor's signature goes against the UNH
honesty policy, and can result
in a student forfeiting all . th~
classes they have pre-registered
for, said Reed.
Reed suggestec;l that if a
student has· a problem finding
their advisor, then to consult
the department for help and or
to gain an extension.
Reed also warned not to
forget to schedule labs, and
obtain permission first .before
scheduling "permission required" courses.
"Students also believe that
they can schedule permission
required courses as alternates
which is untrue," said Reed.
While all upper classmen
tum in their pre-registration
slips at the registrar's office in
Stoke, freshmen are to tum
their -forms in to their major
departments. Freshmen Liberal Arts students are the exception, and they are to tum
their forms into Stoke as well.

UNH theatres will soon be
handicapped accessible.
A 1990 completion date is projected
By Glenn Sabalewski

A$276,000projectto make
both the Johnson and Hennesey Theaters accessible for
the handicapped is underway
and is scheduled for comple. tion in Februacy ofl990.
·
The funding for the project
was appropriated from the New
Hampshire State· Legislature,
according to Tom Scharff, theater manager for the Department of Theater and Dance at

·uNH.

Renovations include:\ I) a
wheelchair access from College Road down to the plaza 2)
automatic door openers for one
pair of doors inside and out, ·3)
elevator that will provide
access to the basement, the
main floor, and the cross aisle
.4) wheelchair spaces in the
existing loge ar~a of the theatre
5) restroom renovations in the
basement, said Geny Ruffner,
project
manager.at Campus Planning.
' Scharff, the Dover representative to the New Hampshire House of Representatives
said that in 1977-78 UNH
formed a task force to examine
the nef::d for handicap accessi-

an

bility in all buildings on campus.
In the past the h,andicapped have been forced to
enter the theater using alternate ways including backstage
routes, and have sometimes
had to sit ·on the s.tage, said
Scharff.
The Fire Department has ·
been concerned of the fire
hazard created by the time it
would take to evacuate in the
case of a fire.
According to Scharff, This.
has made . it necessary for
someone from the Fire Department to be present at productions and in some cases handicapped have been turned away.
"We've done our best to
accommodate people in the
time I've oeen ·at UNH (since
. 1974), said Scharff. "It's tmportant, no one should be
denied access to the arts."
Scharff placed no blame
on the university for the long
wait on the project. He believes
UNH has done its best to meet
what is a federal mandate to
make public buildings acces· sible for handica
d
le.
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Noti ces
ACADEMIC

ALCOHOL VIDEO: Wednesday, October is,

Sawyer Hall, 7 p.m.
PRE-MEDICAL/PR E-DENTAL INFORMA- .
TIONAL MEETING: Committee members introduced and inform~tion on procedures and
requirements for admission to medical & dental schools discussed. All interested students
are welcome. Wenesday, October 18, Foruin
Rm., Dimond Libracy, 7:30 p.m.

GENERAL

BAKE SALE: Sponsored by Student Coaliti~n
for the Homeless. Help the homeless, buy
some goodies! Tuesday, October 17 and Tuesday, Octobe,r 24, MUB, IO a.m. - 4 p.m.
SPIRIT DAYS: Sposnsored by Student Senate
and CAB. Tuesday, October 17-Wear Suede
(Boots, Jackets, Shoes, etc.) and receive $.10
off Penny Candy at the Cat's Closet; Wednesday, October IS-Dress as if you were at
Woodstock and sign up for the Livingston
Taylor raffle at the Niche Coffee Hou.se; Thursday, October 19--Listen to WUNH all day to
win prizes; and Friday, October 20-Wear
Blue & White and receive a surprise at Durham House of Pizza.
GREAT BAY FOOD CO""OP: A non~profit organization selling good food at good prices.
Non-members -during October (National Co~
op Month!) for I 0% off. Wednesdays, Hubbard
Hall recreation Room, 4:30-7 p.m.
NH FOOD ARSENAL COLLECTION: Sp<msored by GAIA NH Foc;>d Ar5t:nal Collections.
in .dining halls (dinner hours) and MUB (10
a.m.-3 p.m,) Each can will represent a nuclear
warhead in the US arsenal in a demonstration
on October 21 in Concord. After the event,
cans will be distributed to NH's homeless.
Wednesday, O~ tober 18 and Thursday, O~tober 19.
WALK FOR NICARAGUA: Sponsored by Protestant Student Center and C.O.C.A A. group
of people doing a Walk for Nicaragua & speakin•g about the situation in Nicaragua. Wednesday, October 18, Waysmeet (Protestant Student Center), 12:30 p.m.

MALE IMAGE: Wednesday, October 18,'
Marston Mini Dorm, 7 p.m.
AWARENESS & EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL:
Wednesday, October 18, Main Lounge, Gibbs,8:30 p.m.
GAY SUPPORf GROUPS: Health Services;
Tuesdays: 3-4 p.m., Conference Room, #20 IA;
4:30-5:30 p.m. (faculty and staff), Resource
Room, #249.
·
Wednesdays, 5-6 p.m./ 8 -9:30 p.m., Conference Room, #20 IA Information: 862-3823
ACOA SUPPORf GROUP MEETING: Fridays,
room 201A, Conference Room, 2nd floor,
Health SeIVice Center, 1-2 p.m.

MEETINGS

STUDENTCOALmO NFORTIIEHOMELE SS:
Interested in helping NH's hqmeless through
various fundraisers and helping out at shelters. Join us on Tuesdays~ Room 42, Hamilton
Smith, 7 p.m.
.
.
ALPHA ZETA HONOR SOCIE'IY MEETING:
Any concerns, please contact Dr. Doug Morris
in the RECO Dept., James Hall. Wednesday,
October 18, Rm.212, Kendall Hall, 7-8 p.m.

GAIA MEETING: The environment needs your
help. Jol_n UNH's environmental action group
. forourweeklymeetin g. Wednesdays, Belknap
Rm., MUB, 7 p.m. .
.
DEBATE SOCIE'IY MEETING: For all members and those wishing to join or find out more
about the society. Wednesdays, Rm. 41, Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m.
UNH COLLEGE REPUBLICANS MEETING:·
Be involved in the political process and make
a difference. Help bring speakers to UNH,
attend leadership seminars throughout the
Northeast and meet interesting people. Thursdays, Rm. 19, Hamilton Smith, 7 :p.m.
MODEL UN CLUB MEETING: All new members welcome. Thursday, October 19, Rm.
204, Horton, 1-2 p.m.

HEALTH

LESBIAN SUPPORf GROUPS: Meet in Resource Room, 249, Health Services, tuesdays: ·
8-9 p.m., 4:30-5:30 p.m. {faculty & staff);
Wednesdays: 12-1 p.m. Information: 8623823
AIDS AND SIDS: Tuesday, October 17, Hubbard Hall, 7 p.m.
ALCOHOL & O1HER DRUGS: Tuesday, October 17, Sigma Beta, 7 p.m.

WOMENS RESOURCE CENTER: A newly estabHshed organization dedicated to educating
all students on women's issues. we welcome
evecyone to attend our weekly meetings.
Thursdays, Check at Info Center for Room,
MUB, 7:30 p.m. ·
SUBMIT ,INFORJ\{ATION TO THE OFFICE
OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB.
CALL 862-1524 FOR FORMS AND DEADLINES. ,

LIQUOR & YOUR LOVE LIFE: Tuesday, October 17, 3rd Floor, Congreve, 8:30 p.m.

HEY BUDDY!
Here's Your

Picture Personal ·11got it at

The
New Hampshire
rm.110BMUB

CONLY $10)

$5.00off
any watch, with coupon

$19.99 ~d up
ON TIME
WATCHES
·Fox Run Mall
.
Newington, NH

.
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RAND.O M
WRITINGS _

A . NEW GIFT SHOP
for the. BODY and SOUL

Handcrafted gifts and
items for yourself and ,.,
your loved ones. Unique book and tape selection
for personal growth and relaxation. Enchanting
music to ease the hurried pace and center the
mind. Workshops and group discussions .
· ·
offered.
Crabtree and Evelyn
·
Handcraf'ted Jewelry
Scarborough Potpourri & Beauty
.
Products
Candles and Cards
New Age Books, _l'\tl:usic
Crystals & Crystal Jewelry. ·
·
1\11:edita tion Classes
Tarot Readings
Channeled Reading
Astrology Char-ts

What's
the
point?

-

by Bess Franzosa

Sprin.gs's Seer.e t

•

While most of you were either sleeping off a mean
hangover, stumbling into Young's for "Dick's Own Special," or
-449 <;:en.tral Ave.
scrambliilg around your room making sure it was safe for
Dov-er '742-7221
parents' eyes, I was engaging in a much more exciting, and
.
enriching, experience.
That's right, at 8 o'clock Saturday morning I was
sitting at a desk in McConnell Hall, furiously filling in little dots
with a #2 pencil for 4 I /2 hours. Why? Because, like many
seniors, I plan to go to graduate school and thus am forced to
take the much dreaded GREs "(Graduate Record Examinations)
- a harder, longer version of those SATs we all loved so much
in high school.
As I sat there, trying to figure out something important
like how long it would take a tru.c k canying 400 pounds of
With Management Potential
pineapples to get from Palm Beach to Cleveland at 60 mph if
it didn't hit a cow- crossing the road or have a blow out in
America's largest Sofabed
Georgia - a better question came to my mind. What is the
poil)t?
Specialists has positions available
That's probably the only answer I got right all day:
,~
in Portsmouth, NH.
there is no point. The test is pointless. The GREs do not test
your intelligence, nor are they · a good ·indication of your
educational performance~ past, present, ·or future. The only
people they benefit are the lazy admis~;tons corµmittees who'd
rather look at a number on your transcript than those essays
,you sweated over_~ or your professor's recommendation, or
J -~
examine your course load·and extracurrtciµar activities.
Even many of these people admit that GREs and SATs ·
~
Excellent exposure into retail world.
are not good measures of intelligence, they just make it easier
outgoing
Good Appearance.;
to say "yes" or "no" to your application. Great, so if I happen
to have a bad day when I take the exam, and my numbers
personality, and conscientious work
aren't high enough, I lo~.
~
habit necessary.
~
It doesn't seem to matter much that I busted my ass
for 4 years to graduate with a high GPA, while working and
devoting time to campus activities such as this paper. Nope.
One Saturday morning can get me a mailbox full of rejection
letters.
I can understand why schools require tests like the
GREs because, like I said, it makes it much easier to weed out
We are open '68 hours
applic~ts. But the test is ridiculous. Not only has it been
Monday thru Friday 10-9
~
blasted by educators for being biased against women and
minorities, it's just plain stupid.
Saturday 10-6
~
- For those of you who weren't as lucky as I was,~
Sunday 12-5
Saturday, let me give you a sample of my fun morning. Of
Pick your hours!
course, I had to sign a statement saying I would not divulge the
contents of the exam to anyone, so I changed a word, but you'll
interviews conducted in our
get the point:
~
Portsrnouth location
~
"Study the words which precede the word "clothes:"
1) We sell summer clothes.
2) We sell baby clothes ..
3) We sell running clothes.
Which sentence can be substituted for #1?
a) We sell women's clothes.
-b) We sell work clothes.
c) We sell hiking clothes.
Contact Mr. Townsend
~
d) We sell men's clothes.
( 617) 325-4891 call collect
'
Where did thi~ question come from? What does it mean? What
is the answer? What is the point? I'm not sure I even want to
--~
Call Mon. thru Fri 10-9 .
~
know~
/////////////////✓//////////////M
✓
0'/////////////////
The verbal section of the exam was a joke. When was
And why does a school need to know about my math
the last time a professor asked you to take out a piece of
ability, which I'll admit is lacking since I haven't taken a class even
palimpsest to take notes on? When something breaks in your
resembling math since freshman year. But as long as I can pay my
house do you say "I'll go call the factotum to come and fix it?"
tu ition 'withou t bouncing a check, why should they care that I've
Typists war~ted
I can picture these little men with b ifocals in a secret
how to multiply fra ctions together?
forgotten
call 862 -1490
room somewhere flipping through outdated diction aries:
I think you get t he point. Now if you'll excuse me, I need
"Hey, Ernie, look at this one! Lachrymose means
to go study my GRE book s o that I won't blow ·the exam again in
The
i;>roducing tears, let's use it, no or;ie will know that one!" February. I hope I'll be able to ameliorate my vocabulary by then.
New
1 want to go to grad school for broadcast journalism,
Hampshire
so it's important for me to have good English skills. But when
Bess Franzosa, an Arts and Entertainment editor for The
will I ever have to use words Uke lexicographer or dyspeptic?
New Hampshire, ts on the verge of completing her twelfth year of
If Connie Chung used words like that in the news no one would
·
widergraduate studies.
understand what was going on: except inaybe Ernie and his
buddies with the dictionaries.

~//////////////////////////////// //////////////////~
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FINDING A JOB
continued from page 5

Holmes, the next step is to in the field.
Holmes beleieves it is
explore them. This involves
reading and talking about the ideal for a student to do an
internship or a field experience
career, or even an internship.
According to Holmes, in their possible career. "Expe"the best thing to do is to try it rience that is transferable is
. crucial, especially for liberal
on for size."
There is a network of 900 arts people", Holmes added.
But seniors who did
parents and alumni who are
willing to talk to studen-ts about not do an internship need not
their careers and the neces-_ worry, according to Holmes.
sary steps they took to obtain What they should do, he said,
them. The list of people is is "hang around with someone
found in the CPP office in doing it (the potential career),
and see how it feels."
Huddleston Hall. ,
After the career possiStudents should try to
have "information interviews" bilities have been explored, and
or networking. , This is an . the pro's and con's assessed, a
opportu_n ity for a student to decision must be made. Actalk to someone in his /her cording to Holmes, if a student
desired field without the pres- has identified their goals and
sure of getting a Jdb. It is also researched their possibilities,
a chance for the person to talk the decision becomes evident.
The fourth and final
about their likes and dislikes

I

step, said Holmes, is actually
implementing the decision.
This involves writing a resume
and Job searching. Although
writing a resume seems like a
dreaded task, once a student
becomes focused, it becomes·
easier said Holmes.
CPP does ofter resume ·
writing workshops. According
to Holmes, the counselors are
ready to guide and help the
student at any point in the Job
search.
"Finding a Job is a
continuing process even when
older," Holmes added. A student need not feel trapped in a
particular career.
CPP offers its services
to alumni too.
Finding a career is a
learning experience in itself.

Incretfi6fe! !
.'J{f,w 'E,ngfantfsLargest

35 Broadway Dover, N.H. (603} 742-1893

"•♦•v APPLICATIONSAVAILABLE FOR

JANUARY ADM·ITTANCE TO THE

.· BEGINNING Monday October 16, 1989
ALL ELIGIBLE JUNIORS AND SENIORS
AT THE OFFICE
60 STRAFFORD AVENUE, DURHAM
.- call 862~ 1-77~ for infor~ation ,

N

, J

......,t.J' •. _.-

.::

'

~··

HIGH EARNIN G.S
FREE TRIPS
National traveling and .
. marketing co. seeks highly ·
.
motiv&.ted __individuals to .
repre$-e nt its coUegiate travel .·vacation·s'an· you'r camp.us for
SKI & SPRING BREAK. No
experience necessary. Wil.l
train. Call: 718-855-7120 or
write Campus Vacations, 26
Court St. Brooklyn, NY 11242
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For· the
health of itt
By:_ Hea
Before You Think You Don't Have a Problem, Read This ...
What is substance addiction? If you were to cany a
microphone around campus and inteIViewahundred different
students, you would receive a hundred different answers.
One would _tell you that substance addiction can only occur
if cocaine or heroin is used. Another will explain that one is
an addict only if one deals as well as uses. Once you have
compiled those one hundred, different answers, how do you
combine them into one definition? The actual definition for
substance addiction is an open-ended statement that
encompasses many different lifestyles and usage patterns:
"If the use of alcohol or other drugs is catising any
continuing disruption in an individual's physical, mental,
emotional, social, or·economic life and the individual doesn't
stop using alcohol or the other drug, that constitutes harmful
·
dependence."
As you can see, there is a lot of room in that defintion
to fit almost any situation. Substance addiction no longer
connotes an image of a bum iri the gutter with a bottle ofJack
Daniels clutched in a paper bag; An addict could be anyone.
Someone with a family, a successful job, a Mercedes, a
summer camp in Maine. But one thing that person has in
common with the bum in the street is a substance dependency.
The obvious next question: Do you or does someone
you care about suffer from chemical addiction? The best way
to begin answering this qu~stion is to examine .yours or the
other person's patterns surrounding alc<;>hol or other drug's
use. When do you use a particular substance? In what ·
situation are you most likely to crave a drink? With whom do
you usually use coke? How often do you use that substance?
Are there any negativ~ consequences that occur when you
use that substance? And most importantly, why do you use
the substance?
So you think you have a problem: Where do you
go? There are several diffemt avenues down which people
with a substance problem can tum. There is' Alcoholics
Anonymous as well as Narcotics Anonymous. Both of them
meet here on campus as well as in Dover, Newmarket,
Portsmouth and Hampton. There are in-patient programs at
several local hospitals including Seaborne Hospital in
Portsmouth. There is Health Education on campus where
more tnformation concerning addiction is available. But
there is one thing for sure... there is no help waiting for the
addict in the bottom of a glass ofrum and coke or in that "last"
line of cocaine.

BIG

FIRES
START·SMALL

KEEP MATCHES & LIGHTERS IN THE RIGHT HANDS.

. This year more than 300 people will die in residential
fires because of children playing with tttoys" that are
not toys at all! Store matches and lighters qut of the
·
·
reach of children.

Ci]
NFPA(!'

National Fi.r e Protection
Association
Quincy, Massachusetts 02169

And since a 12-year study shows that being 40%
or.more overweight puts you at high risk, it makes
sense to follow these guidelines for healthy living!
Eat plenty of fruits and vegetables rich in
vitami ns A and C-oranges, cantaloupe,
strawberries, peaches, apricots, broccoli,
cauliflower, brussel sprouts, cabbage.
Eat a high-fiber, low-fat diet that includes
-whole-grain breads and cereals such as
oatmeal, bran and wheat. Eat lean meats, fish,
skinned poultry and·low-fat dairy products.:
Drink alcoholic ·beverages only in moderation.
For more information,
call 1-800-ACS-2345.
1

AMERl-----~CANCER
f SOCIETY®

I

I
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·HAALAND ·

.;~

continued froni page ·1
successful completion of the
partments.
· Since · 1984 Haaland· has New Science Building.
Haaland is continuing
been working on,Iiumerolis ac- .
tivities. Strongly increasing work on the resource base of
research presence with the · the university. He is looking for
adC,ition of centers and institu- · more private-fund raising and
tions is one of the . projects supportfrom t:l}e state. Among
currently being worked on. Also items on the university agenda
increasing pµyate and public are hiring and maintaining a
support . and working of the · strong faculty _a nd~orking on
improvement of the reputation the .space problems on can1of the university, measured by . pus.
tradi~ional guidelines, are two
Haaland is also a. member
more areas that have been given ofvarious national and regional
attention. He also saw the education organizations.

When former President .
Evelyn Hanler left UNH in May
of 1983-to become the current
president of Brandeis Univer- sity, Haaland took over as in· teiim president. While guiding
the university into looking for a
new-president, he .worked on
the completion of the
· University's .$ 18 million fund
campaign, planned the new$15
million technology and re·search . center, -arid concentrated on strengthening UNH's
academic programs and de-

I

.

.

STONE CHURCH
continued froni page 2

I

l

and I brought the Sunday meat anymore, the meals are
dinner tradition back," said all different, ranging from laO'Connor, who does some of sagna al fredo to chili to mexithe cooking herself and re- can feasts.
After dinner on Sunday, the
ceives help from friends and
the Great Bay Co-op on other stage is set for a free open mike
session, where c;tnyone can
nights.
"The dinners are usually grab the microphone and sing,
$5.00 and I generally make play, or tell jokes.
- A regret O'Connor has about.
~nough for about 20," said
O'Connor. "We seive anywhere the Stone Church is that it
from six to 30 meals on any hasn't been successful in. atone Sunday," she said. I al- tracting a folk music crowd. "I
ways·make what I like in case · miss that we- can't do folk
music;· it just doesn't draw the .
there's leftovers", she said.
O'Connor explained that ·p eople," she said ...... butl love •
since many people don't eat rock and roll too."

nice ambiance to it," he said . .
"It's laid back and small... and
they have very good bands.-"
To end the weekend, the
Stone' Church continues with
the long standing tradition of
Sunday dinner, which is seived
between 6:00 p.m. and 8:00
p.m. or "until we :nin out of
food," according to O'Connor.
The dinners started in 1970,.
when the Stone Church, then
a meeting house, held a "Sunday hoot" and seived roast beef
(all you can eat) to the town
people, said O'Connor.
".I began working here in 1980

.PAVE

continued froni· page s·

I

-

~

tRentA (

,.·\ l••AjC'
T~ •
.\1

pnly $3.56
A Day!*
Are you_tired of typewrJters
and long lines at computer
centers1 You can avoid ;.ill.
tbat by renring an Apple ·
Macintosh™ computer.
Renting is affordable . It's fas.r.
And it's easy. So why not say
goodbye to frustraiion. liquid
paper and
missed
deadlines

us this
v,;eek.

University-of New .Hampshire
BOO kst.o re Hewitt Hall, Durham·, NH 862-2140
.

.

WEALWAYS

NEED .LEADERS
The Air Force is lookil)g for
. pilots ... navigators .. .
missileers -... engineers .. .
anagers and ... more. Our posions are important )txJ can .get one
gh Air Force Rare
. As an Air Force Rare cadet, }Oll'll be trained
in leadership and management practices. You may
also apply for our scholarship _program that helps pay
--< college expenses, plus $100 per academic month, tax free.
After graduation, }Oll'll have all the prestige and responsibility of an Air Force officer. You'll discover a new \IDrld ·
where }Oll'll be challenged to excel ... and re\VaJlied for )Our
success. Let us give.)OU the details today.
·

CAPT GREG MESERVE
603-862-1480

advisor to PAVE. Other pro- _than anhhour at the Student ceived invaluaple support from
grams for the elderly, youths, Activities Fair earlier this se- Student aooy 'Vice-President
the environment, health and - mester.
Chris Stemdale and Student
battered women will draw.
PAVE als~ plans .to host Senator Nancy Valerio, accord.
PAVE's attention as well.
equcational programs in the ing to Wildridge.
The organization was residence halls and to organize
Dennis Paden participates
formed in collaboration with philanthropies to raise money in PAVE as part of his job as
Project Volunteer, a national for. charitable organizations.
hall director of Lord and
group devoted to providing
According.to Wildridge,· an Mclaughlin Halls. However, he
people with volunteer work advisory council made up of believes that it is his duty to
possibilities.
UNI{ staff members spent the volunteer for,such a cause. It is
Junior Pam Ober and sen- last academic year and last -a "civic responsibility,;, he said.
ior George Athanas, coordina- Sl}IBmer researching for ·the .. "Everybody has a responsibil-·
tors of PAVE, expect their first group. They attended national ity to put back into the comorganizational meeting tonight . conferences concemingvolun ~ . munity what they take out."
· at 7:00 p.m. to be successful. teer efforts, talked with volunOber said she participates
"The feedback we're getting is teer groups and studied simi- in the group because its efforts
really good so .far," said Atha- lar programs at other schools include many causes, rather
nas. "We're .expecting a good in order to formulate a pro- than focusing on just one. "It
turnout at the fl~t meeting."
gram at UNH.
sec;ms all-encompassing," she
The advisory council re- said.. "It's
According to Athanas, over
50 people signed up within less

Leadership EM::ellence Starts Here .

j

round tri

-from Boston

/

Preg~ant? .
Need Help?
Seacoast
Crisis Pregnancy ~enter

We CareJ

90 Washington Street
Suite 306 B, Dover, NH

750
·&18·
390
370
749
1229

nci[I

FREE & CONADENTIAL

HOfLINE.749-4441

3 38

Taxes not included.Restrictions
apply.One way fares available.
Eurail passes issued on the spot!
_FREE Student Travel Catalog!!

• pn-gnancy testing
·
• coun.~ling & lnformatlon

• practical suppon

starti·1rlg at

LONDON '
ATHENS
CAIRO
SAN JOSE C.R.
CARACAS
TOKYO
SYDNEY

Bostoo

Harvard Sq

.

MIT

266-1926 497-1497 HS-255
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THE BBOTHEBHOOD OF DELTA CHI .
, EXTENDS ITS CONGBATDLATIONS TO_
ITS NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS...

~·•····························•·~

.I
~

l:lj ji:!j!ilij ........
il ~t:lil tltti........
l j~j ~@jj........
!:i:!j!:i:ij!
........

Tony Grella
Scott 'Marinelli
Scott Eastman
~I LeMay

Tad Martir,
Hahk Deroche
Jim Yonchak
Christian Pamagoulias

~

Ca{{for you oraer:
it wi{{ be reaay When you arrive!

~-

. For Prompt Deliveries~.. call ...868-2224
·
·
From 5:00pm to Close .

"There's no
place like home"

UNH HOMECOMING Oct.16-21, 1989
\

'I'll'ES'D.9ltj 'WE/D9\l'ES'1J.9l'Y 'I9-{'ll~IJJ.9l'Y
"Suede Day" ·"woods-tock Day" "WUNH DAY" f -"Blue&White Day"
p listen to WUNH '4pm Costume
'

Spirit Days begin -

4pm
Judging of
Residenc e· Hall

"Clash Day"

decorating
contest

fj

Giant
Twister ·
Game

Healtb Services f
Lawn _
music & free
'pnzes ·
·fj

.

all day & win!

' 4-8pm Street f
f C,elebration
f · ·f in Oz

r

Contest _win a hot air
balloon ride for two!
Theme dinner in dining halls!
~ 5pm Parade &

Lower quad-Area 2
-music, food, games
Float Contest
-T-Shirt Judging
$1000 prize to float
-announcement of
contest winner
Banner Contest winner 6pm Bonfire and
-announcement of Res.
Hall de.corating contest · pep rallY! show wmner
your school spirit and
catch a mini football

,e

5pm Bed Races

lower q.Uad

~

8pm Livingsto n ·
Ta lor Concert Ci
\

Special thanks to: CAB, PFO, UNH Dining, Drug Advisory Committee , Dean for Student Affairs, Student
·Activities, Huddlesto n Hall, Ph~ Kappa Theta, Alpha Tau Omega, Greek Advisor, Student Life Council, _
MUSO, Athletics, Rec. Sports, New England Center, Residential programs, Housing &Conferen ces,
Delta Zeta, Alexander Hall, Hayden Sports, Hallmark Travel, Alumni Center, !FC & Panlelleni
.
.
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_Granite State Room, MUB

_
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TAILGATING

colltin ued from ·p age 1

ESSAYS'&
REPORTS
19,278 to choose from - all subjects
Order Calalog Today wilh Visa/MC or COD

- - aqnq;l~~j~~~~2

Or. rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also availa ~ ~ - ~

started and to leave im. mediately after the game was
not a good part of the policy,"
Sanborn said. People will be
able to leave "peaceably" now
that they have until 5:30 p.m.
.to leave the area.
Last year's tailgating
was washed out due to the torrential downpour~. This year
will be the telltale to see if the
.tailgating policy will_ be re. spected by the alumni and the ..
students. ·According to Robert
Hare, direc;tor of alumni affairs
;- and developmen t, there were a
few complaints and misunderstanding after. the first year.
Hare said after the second year
wh~n the policy was strictly
enforced, people were understanding and cooperating. He
said he received only one phone
call from a concerned alumna

this year, .
.
.
ately.
.
- Sanborn said those
Sanborn said three
who are still concerned about years ago there was initial
the tailgating are mostly alumni concern from the 100 Club and
who "tailgated responsibly for otheralumni organization s. He
years and years." Sanborn was said, "three years later there is
referring to people like senior a better understandi ng among
Dan Splitgerber's parents, tail_: the different alumni clubs," as
gaters who came up five times to why such a policy is necesfor homecomin g before the sary.
clampdown .
Still some, especially
"Now they will come students, do not underst;md .
up for any game but homecom- Senior Mark Musi wi!l not tum
ing."
said Splitgerber . 21 until November 27.
Splitgerber's parents were ac, "Not being able to .
tive( participants in tailgating tailgate will damper my plans,"
activities but as he put it, "not said Musi. "I'mnot in a fraterbig drinkers." He said · his nity so tailga~ing would be a
parents were enjoying a couple great fun thing for me to_do on
ofbeers after kickoff when they homecoming . . . exceptions
were approached by the Uni- should be made."
versity Police. They were asked
Caren Sollitto is a
to · pt.it the beers down and senior who vividly remembers
reprimanded by the police when tailgating as a freshman. "Boy
they didn't respond immedi- did we tailgater sh~ recalled.
Sollitto has a roommate who is
also a senior but does not tum
legal until December. ~Everyone should be legal in January
the year they are turning 21,"
Sollitto offered as a solutfon.
Jen -Mulvoy, a junior, agreed with the drinking
policy but disagrees with the
fact that a person has to be 21
to even get int~ the area. There
should be"some ideritlficatio n
policy like a wrist band or a
stamps ~o everyone can get in
regardless of age," she suggested.
According to Sanborn, the student _activities
Homecomin g Committee is
hosting pre~football party with
-·. entertainme nt and "mocktails"
for all underaged students.
Sanborn was hopeful the policy will_be effective
- with few problems now that
there is a "greater sense oforder
to the tailgating policy." He is
working with the University
Police and the athletic depart.ment to detennineth e number
of officers needed on the site. If
neccesary they will use officers
from the Durham Police force
and from area communitie s.
Despite the restrictions if the guidelines are fol.lowed things will go smoothly
but as the University Police
ChiefBowdo in put it, "anything
can happen." The University
Police will be . ready for it, he
said.

a

--.....__

/ Classic designer clothing
· for men and women,
at savings of 30%-50%

THE_
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\

.C R EW

.FA·C TOR Y . STOR E

Settlers-Gre en Route \16 • North Conway, Ne·w Hampshire •-(603) 356-9228

I

PROTEST _

c~ntinued froDl page 1
that the_people gathered

at
werefrom
there
to stop
theSeabrex>k
Power plant
going
on
line, and to stop it around New
England. "We are here in the
hopestoperfonnactsofsimple
trespass .to prevent radioactive trespassing."
Whi-le
the
Clam.shell Alliance protested
primarily for the prevention of
nuclear power, the Green Alliance was protesting for more.
..We are here
to stop nuclear power, phase
out fossil fuels, and stop the
new gas lines through New
England. Until nuclear power
has .a n independent voice, none
ofthis will happen," said Howie
Hankins, New England Green
Alliance member.
Molly Yard,
president of the National Organization for Women, said in
a press conference Saturday
afternoon that this is the first
time the organization has ever

PAGEl.§__
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th e ·

_

stated a public .position on
nuclear power.

.

ibis is literally a· question of smvival for
ourselves, our children, and
our future generations/ Yard
said
/
Steve. Comley, ·a executive director of We
The People, said that a banner
would be flown over Seabrook
Station saying, .. Mr. Bush, this
is America not China, join We
The People~"
Comley said
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission .is fining him $1,000
dollars for his involvement in
the attemptto expose the faulty
systems within the plant.
According to
Comley, within the plant at
Seabrook Station are violations
ofSafetylssues.Amongthese
are cracks leaking water in the
waste process, bad welds, and
microbiologically induced corrosion.

wILDCATE ssE.N
has

FROZEN
YOGURT

',.

••

. WILDCATESSEN

WRITE FOR THE
UNIVERSITY FORUM

located in Stillings Hall
(next to Stoke) -

- . ---~· -- ---·---

ALL
ABOARD!

''%ere 's '1xf} P{a~e LiK!, :J{ome"
'l.19{:J{ :J{ll:mecqming 1989 .
'lnurstfay, Oct. --19, 19890

®100~~,r ©~~~0000£1r~@OO ~00 ©~
The lower and upper quads.

Soups,

salads.
sandwic-hes.
beHra~es.

MUSIC, ENTERTAINMENT, VIDEo-v AN,
VENDERS, GAME BOOTHS...
THE ANNUAL BED RACES AND MORE.....

---tJHB . DAIRY BAI
,n

1 11l ·

!C1iir,.l;1d Stat i (1 11

I

:,L'r<h,

'-' . ·; ..._1,n·t '.T< ) ;n , th1.· ~- ..:i,J

Hnu,c
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:.7
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flavor-of-month

fry our

Almond Joy

l'ASHIORID
Take a Bowl to the Football Game ! !

served -all day---everyday (Mon. - Sat.)

T-Shirt contest
judging and
Winners of the
Banner Contest
and residence hall
,- decorating
contest winner will
be announced at
4:30.

Sponsored by: Huddleston-Hall, CAB, PFO, Student
Coalition for the Homeless.
·
·
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Editorial
One· thousand days·
Our world has' cha~ged. in a thousand
ways since January, 1987.
Our leaders have changed. ·Since that
January, the U.S. field of presidential candidates was whittled down to two, and then
eventually the victor, Oeorge Bush, emerged.
John Sununu left our state and glided (if a man
of Sununu·~ dimensions can truly glide) ~to the·
White House on a trail of supposed budget
surplus.es. His successor as governor, Judd
Gregg, took over only to find mysterious deficits
existing where none had been apparent before. _.
Gary Hart's philandering was made public, and
hts political career went ·down the proverbial
drain overnight. Prime Minister Botha stepped
down in South Africa.
Nations have changed course since then.
Poland has started to move toward democracy.
The Soviet Union has been showing signs ,of
Westernization. China has seen an aborted
attempt at peaceful, democratic protest. Corey
Aquino has strengthened her hold on the Phil~
ippines. War has been declared on their govern-

ment ·by the drug lords in ·Colombia. General ,
Syringes have washed up on eastern
Noriega of Panama is wanted in the U.S. on U.S. shores, and the Exxon oil spill off Prince
criminal charges, yet he continues to dominate Edward Sound has tainted •that once-,pristine ·
his country, strutting like a bantam a few area for generations. Recycling has become a
. hundred miles from our borders.
.widespread phenomenon, often because there's
The war between Iran and Iraq has come no other alternative to overflowing trash heaps.
to a tentative enct'. Revolution has· flared up Chernobyl has increased the rate of cancer in·
against Israel.i occupation in predominantly the surrounding area dramatically. The afterPalestinian territories in the West Bank and the effects of the Bhopal chemical disaster are still
Gaza Strip. The United States shot down an · being felt in India. Seabrook is inching closer to
Iranian airliner in the Persian Gulf.
providing power to N.H. consumers.
Since that January, World Series were
Violence associated with drug gapgs has
won by the Dodgers and the Twins, and appar- _ increasec:l ahnost geometrically. Our nation's
ently, soon the As. The 49ers, Redskins and capital has had the highest murder rate of any
Giants won Super Bowls. (We won't mention the city in the country. .
·.
· ·. ·
basketball wi,nners, .because the mere sight of
·
The Rolling Stones and The Who have
their names causes a quivering revulsion to gone on reunion tours.
consume this writer.)
While all th~ has · been going on,- the
·
Several· big movies · have showed, Archbishop of Canterbury's special
envoy, Teny
including Batman and Who FrwnedRoger Rab- Waite, has been held hostage-"
in Leba~on.
bit. "Roseanne" ,has climbed to the top of the
·
~ink about tl~ose 1000.days. ·
ratings, stepping over Cosby.
i

Le.tters

1· • ·.
· Glamorous trophies of gold ate us ·may display a •trophy
'of a · · way, ,How mu,ch do we pay to go
giv~n to those who· strive for runner straddling bur.dies. to,this school?
·-·
excellence. Names are en- Others may ·draw a picture of ·
,scrt~d on ornamental palques an infant growing .into adultSincerely,
To the Editor:
to show . rec.ognition. A black .hood. Or we might create a
Jesse Dajlery
We are writing this aridwhitepieceofreg~arpaper. sculpture ofo~lves in_gradu-.
Kirsten T. GannQn .
Gregory Fox
....
letter in reference to the article is ·given in tecognitibn .of those ation garb, looking toward the
inTheNewHarnp~hirediscuss- who strove for excellence.
Beth
o·
Boyle
··
·
To the Editor:
future surrounded by faniily
ingthequalityofthenewdiplo- "
· Thepointissimple:we and friends. We are.sure, posiDear Doug Hoff;
believe that the quality of the tive, that no one would create
J am a senior at the mas. We are presently Seniors
University ofNew Hampshire. I and very concerned over this award ·reflects the recipient. A an average piece ofwhite paper
have worked hard for three recent change. We are pr(?ud of black and white photograph, if with black lettering.
years- in order to uphold the the high quality education that not carefully crafted, lacks viThe symbol of our colstandards that UNH asks (.?,fits we are receiving at this Univer- tality and colorful inspiration. lege years should not be sacrisity and feel very strongly that Are we to assume the .same_for -ficed for any reason. By the
students.
Last semester, .I went after completing this endeavor, ourselves? Are we merely boroh an exchange program to ·we deseive a more authentic ing •black letters that don't
deseive creative aesthetlcs?On
Paris, France. · There, I repre- and prestigious award.
We are disappointed graduation day we. might feel
sented the University of New
Hampshire with pride. Every~ with this compromise made by high at our avvomplishments,
one I met, I told them where I go . only a few administrators. Our yet the unratsed letters on our
BOB DURLING, Editor-in-Chief
to school, and what it means to diploma is a symbol of our diplomas will. reflect an un- .
me. Now that I have returned, achievement and commitment natural low.
it has been brought to my at- toacollegeeducationwhichwe.
. A diploma represents GAIL ROBERTSON;Managing Editor EILEEN MALLOY. Managing Editor
te.ntion that you have initiated are proud of. We hope that the something: Who we are, what KAREN McDONALD. News Editor
TERRI DANISEVICH, News Editor
a proposal to cut expenses by administration will take the we have achieved, a time in our KIM ARMSTRONG, Sports Editor
JOHN KELLEY, Sports Editor
BEN FRAZIER, Photo Editor
$.16 per -graduating senior by students and their concerns lives. When we 1ook a t . our MIKE PARNHAM, Photo Editor
DEBORAH HOPKINS, Arts Editor
BESS FRANZOSA, Arts Editor
issuing cheap, flimsy, unwor- into consideration.
diplomas in future ·days and KRISTI SUDOL,: Forum Editor
DENISE BOLDUC. Advertising Manager
thy-of-a-second-glance diploplaces, we would like to have a
- KIM WERDERMAN. Business Manager
. ,
~incerely,
mas. Sixteen cents. I will be
glimpse of our past that is not A~ertising Associatea ·
News Reporters
Arts staff R~port~r
Leinsing
Roi Alouois
Marc Mamigonian
Elizabeth A. Young
embarassed to hang that piece
average and black .and w h it e, Christine
So h' p· 1
Brent Anderson
Arts Reporters
Kristen
L.
Olson
·
.
11
1
rful
crea
M
Pl.
ia
~
le
Tammy Annis
Sean Carroll
of processed pulp on my wall.
b U t symbol1ca yco O
,.
A~s~a . rp ~ r
Kim Armstrong
Matthew Gross
Cynthia Peny
My high school diploma was of
tive, and inspirational.
M'
g.
Jon·athan Arthur
J. w. Morss
.
IC
•
yons
lshi
Burdett
.
John
Turner
Ana Santos
a higher quality than ,t hat, and
The priorities t h at GraF'1c Managers
J le Dadah
Sports Reporters
'd
1(
)
h
Mane
Lynn
Garland
Heyman
o
ne
PhT
Ast roe_han
I wasn't paying tuition!
speak to the ind iVI ua s w o Kim Hilley ~
Birger DahJ
1.1p
Laura Deame
Chns Benec~ck
In short, the proposal_
.wo uld sacrifice such a svrn- Graphic Assistants :.J
Christine Baril
·John Doherty
Frank Bonsai
·that I initiate to you, Doug Hoff,
bolic award in the name of an Alison Brown
H~ather _Grant
Glenn Hauser
Jodi
Mike Gullboult
J~ff No~otny
is that you retract your budgetinsignificant cost reduction are
. .MacMillan
k
k.
Ellen Harris
Lusa Reimann
Heidi
oW: I
Tracy Henzel
- Lisa Sandford
cut suggestion and give back to
beyond most of our warm Ne~, 01?0
Bria~ Editor
Stephanie Igoe
Toby Trotman
the students of the University
hearts. The battle cry of, ..save A':ita Davies
stacy Kendall
Rick Yager
Michelle Adam
Joanne Marino
Cartoonists
of New Hampshire the pride
a few cents" is once again h,eard
Susan Mccarter
Jeff Harris
To the Editor:,
.
Editor
that we deseive.
above, "give 'em what t h ey On~the-Spot
Melissa McKenzie
Neon McCarthy
John Hirtle
The diploma as symEileen McEleny
Kurt Krebs
Lynn Mezz.ano
Dick Sawyer
bol. True, it is bµ.t a piece of deseIVe" at the University o( Photographers
Edit
Sincerely,
New Hampshire. The material Michelle Adam
Sarah Merrigan
Copy
011
. paper. But its symbolic signifiJohn Roberts
Laura Deame
ndrews
Heidi I-lill
conquers
the
meaningful.
Eric
A
Nancy Roberts .
Ellen Harris
cance should at least approxiBlaise T. Mosse
lly Schade
Ide
· c~,M
A
Kristen Woe
Maybe We Should ere- Ed
vvvv yer
Marjorie Smith
m a te its physical appearance.
ate our own diplomas. Some of [ Br.:..;;ia:,;n.;.W;_,h..:
tte_ _ _ _ _ _....i,Jo~h~n.:.:Zio~m~e~k-----------_.
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Diplomas II

··'D1.plomas
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UriiverSity' FOrum
The power of imagina tion
.

_b y Kristi .S cu dol ·

The stage is an incredible thing. My earliest Shakespearian plays were · receive their dose of entertainment, where
first encounter with it was in fifth .grade; I . performed. Shakespeare supposedly first the performance of a play became popular.
was '"Aunt Polly in our production .of Tom performed in this theater as well. It is the They found an arch, and the· rest of the
Sawyer. All the hard work I put -into first tangible proof of Elizabethan theater. remains supposedly lie under a row of
·memorizinglinesandreh earsingsongs paid I canjust imagine back in the 1580's, when houses. We all will have to wait awhile to
off. The feeling I got being on stage just the Rose Theater was in full swing. The see the the rest of the Globe Theater, but
cannot be described. I got this incredible theater was small; it probably only held a justtoimaginethat"thegr eatGlobeTheater"
high, which was something of an ego booster couple of hundred spectators. But it must has been found sends my mind spinning.
for a fifth grader.
have been full most of the time, with
· We take our historians here in
Todayiamstillamazeda tthepower entertainment~goers · seeing Titus America for granted. If the Globe Theater
of actors on stage. They can make you Andronicus and Henry VI for the first time ,· had been discovered here, I'd bet money
believe that they are someone else. And the in. history. The discovery of this theater., that the Historical Society would be there to
stage is their vehicle for this amazement. this ancient relic, just puts the imagination . save it. And they would have no problem in
Tothinkthatpeoplehave been acting on fire. It would seem that the Rose Theater doing so. The Globe Theater and the Rose
for centuries baflles my mind. Drama, plays. would be preserved in an instant, but the · Theater are things that we only read about
andactorshavebeenpart ofculturesaround government only delayed the developers in books; now they are alive and real. Itis
theworld,ser:vingaspopu larentertainment. actions fot a week or two, helping the almost 'like when the Titantic was
through the different eras of time. It seems numerous actors and believers to raise discovered; the sinking of the Titantic was
that one of "the" major playwrights of all money to save the Rose Theater from .only a legend I read about, like a ~to:ry.
- time is Shakespeare. He is not only part of becoming a ten story office building. I don't before they found the ship. I hope that the
England's history. but h,e has become a know if they were successful in their fight; •Globe-Theater will be preserved, and not
part of the American culture as well. It is a this event wasn't covered extensively in have a skyscraper built' over it. I guess I am
dream and a challenge to most actors to act American newspapers. The fate for the only now realizing how valuable1historical .
· , ---tn a Shakespearian play. ·'the-' characters in Rose ·Theater looked rather dismal from a discoveries are. They let our imagination
these plays are so unique; an actor's ' promotional "Save the Rose" videotape that . run wild, as we try to imagine how thing ·
interpretation of them . can be the whole was shown in my Shakespeare cla~s.
were back then. I.bet if I had the chance to
essence of a performance. Shakespeare
'I also learned that' partial remains stand on the stage of Rose Theater, the,
has become an intangible legend. Only from . the famous Globe Theater were same stage where Shakespeare made his
' :~~ f~D:tl~"1~~~an:<tPe t iptangt~l~~ :b,e era~e_d ~· _., d_i~cov~r,ed .last ·~ e.€k~,/ fhj.s .A heater was "·· debut. I bet I'd get "that sanie rush, -t hat
from this description.
,
, ., .Shakespeare's territory. Thfs.is the theqter same incredible feeling.I had in fifthgrade.
Last spring, commercial developers , we learned . about in high school when:·
\
in London, England uncovered the remains ..reading ,Romeo arid :Juliet · This is where ~ t i Sudol is the Forum editorfor The New
·
of tl:te Ros,e Theater while clearing for a new Shakespeare did ~ost qf ·h is' work, where Hampshire. · _
·
office block .T his is the theater whete the people came from across the Toamts to
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GERALDO ,.
continued froID page 3

ARE YOU FUNNY ?
SUBMIT COMICS TO

THE NEW HAMPSIURE
iN ROOM 151 OF 1HE MUB

Dr~ -Caiment Buford,
· associate dean for Student
Affairs, explained that SHARP
(Sexual.Harassment and Rape
Prevention Programs) has held
support meetings for all. that
were involved in the past campus rapes. She also explained ·
that rape preven~tive measures include increased escort
services and self-defense
classes for women.·
Buford also explained

are

that . long-range goals
to sexist and non-violent."
educate first year students
Brian Grip, aide to Govabout "~er responsibility to ernor Judd Gregg,_ explained
insure safetyofother students." -that Gove-rnor Gregg is .aware
·
UNH ·has to teach "val- of the rapes ·o n campus and is
ues about eveiyone caring for very concerned: "He believ~s
each other," said Buford. She . that the Student Senate is on
.also would like-to teach people top of the problem. We have
to be assertive and·responsible utmost confidence in the stuin relationships. Buford ~aid dent leadership at UNH, .. said
.
that "it is very important for · Grip.
men to realize the importance
of modeling a role of being non-

_Beforeyou buya!)'pewriter 1t pays to doyourhomeworl<.
lZJ Auto Center/Return
lZJ Relocate
lZJ Auto Underscore

lZ] 7,000 Character Memory ·

·lZJ 24 Character Display
[Z] Insert ·
[Z) Spell-Right® 50,0Q0 Word . -

lZ] End ~f Page Warning, . ·
lZ] Dual Pit~h

Electronic Dictionary

lZJ Bi-Directiorial Print

[Z) FuIH,me Correcti~n

lZJ Correcting Cassette
lZJ Right Ribbon System'M .
[Z) WordFind® .

lZJ List
lZJ WordEraser®

Today7s ·assignment is quite simple. And quite
·rewarding.Just study the remarkable features of the
Smith Corona XD 5600 and compare them with
other typewriters.
After all 7 how many comparably-priced typewriters give you word processing capabilitiesJike
Display and Memof½ so you .can edit, revise-and
make yqur work letter perfect.Anc~ try and fir?.d the
Spell Right® 507000 word Electrori!c Dictionary
0

[Z:) Stop Codes _

,.,

lZJ Memory Battery Back-Up
lZ] Bold Print
lZ] Forward/Reverse Index
- .[Z] Auto Half-Sp~ce

or the exclusive fumble-free Correcting Cassette on
anything but a Smith Corona typewriter .
Though we've packed all tl}ese features into a
portable that weighs under 14 pounds/ we've been
;:
able to keep the cost equally lightweight.
The versatile Smith Corona XD 5600. It makes
buying a typewriter ·.
SMITH _
· ,
the·~asiest ass~ment :.L
CORON~.
vou 11 ever have.
TOMORRowsTECHNOLOGY
·

=ljll

J

·

·

ATYOURTOUCH'"

For more information on.this product, write to Smith Corona Corporation, 65 ~ocu·st Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840
or Smith Corona Canada, 440 Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MIB I Y4. · ·
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-.,~ ---------------------11!111-·I··------------------------------------BakB rBOy s
and a blond e
by Marc A. Mamigonian

The-Fabulous Baker Boys just happens to pop in on him
sitting in at.a local jazz place.
is · a slicl~ star package. It
largelyentertaining, yetitnever Unfortunately, the only way
quite manages to rise above the ~cript is able to inform us _
'the act that it is, above all, a · of Frank's irtherent"jazziness"
package. The ftlm features two is to give him the cliche jazz
very a-ppealing stars, Jeff persona; sullen, indifferent, a
Bridges and Michelle Ffeiffer, little cryptic, alcoholic, and
and one less appealing star, chain smoking. I guess if they
Baker wanted to really do it right they
Beau Bridges, as the
brothers and their new singer could have made him a . dope .
. Susie (pictured at right). You fiend, too, but he is white,
after all.
figure out who is who.
The script was written by
The Baker Boys are a ·
mooeratelysucce~sfu l(i.e., they Steven Klove!5, who also
make a living} lounge piano act · directed, and to be sure,
who have been doing the same nuance is not his.strong point.
stage patter ("Hey, it's great to In the moral terrain of the ftlmbe back in the - Lounge, isn't hack (Beau) versus artist (Jeff)it, Frank?") and the same songs I'm not too sure where Kloves
("Feelings" and other schlock would fall. His best momerits
standards) for over fifteen years. are reserved for Pfeiffer, who
Hardtimesbegintoh it, though, gets some good, snappy
and they decide to take ,on a dialogue ·and whose singing
female singer to add some zip sequences are shot with style,
to the act. They audition 37 particularlythewoef ullyheavy
comically bad singers (a funny handed, but fetching rendition
but overdone sequence),. but , of ' Cole Porter's "Makin'
the 38th, Susie, kills them. · Whoopee" with ~feifer slinking
Success after success follow~ about on top of Jeff Bridge's
until romantic tension ahd ,piano. Ifyou've got it, flaunt it,
·
artistic/ethical disputes break ';-I gtless:
The fraternal chemistry
up the act.
The primary conflict ofthe between Jeff and Beau Bridges
ftlmisembodiedinJe ffBridge's is, as one might suspect, quite
Frank. Unlike his brothet, natural and unforced. - Jeff
Frank obviously has talent; or, _ Bridges is a very good, very
at least, he has dreams that watchable actor, but I wish he
extend beyond lounges. He is a had been given more to ·do
good jazz pianist, as we are than sulk: Beau is much better
subtly informed when Susie than usual; his fussiness over ,

is

two

L:======:;.;;;;;;;..;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;~;;...~~-----111111111---...-------------the petty details of the act a1-e
·funny. Pfiefferownseverysc ene
she is in, though; - her
perlormance is in some ways
reminiscent of her great work
in Married To the Mob, with its
crass energy· and rough edges.
If she isn't careful, she is going
to tum into a respected actress,
and ·end up like, say, . Jane
Fonda, and none of us war~.ts
that to happen less than
Now, then; the music. _ I
know it is ,early in the year to
dump on music twice (the first
time,-for those keeping score at
home, was Sea of l.Dve), but
.something must be done about
Dave "Schlock" Grusin. . He
poisoned Michelle Pfeiffer'slast
ftlm, Tequlla Sunrise, with his
supremely tacky te~hnique, but
this -is WOf$e, since music is
supposed to be central to the
film. Ifpart of the film is Frank's
opting for musical integrity, ,
why undercut this ·with
Grusin's rubbish_? _ Take him
out and shoot him. Now. -

'me.

,Michelle Pfeiffer stars as Susie in the Fabulous Baker Boys.
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.Jazz Butcher 's Planet
by Sean Carroll

are unmatched by anyone else
I've ever seen, and the show I
saw was his second two hour
set of the night. That same
level ofenthusiasm often comes
through in his records.

then he ran to his mother and
cried, cried, cried." We see the
Genius Records
kid go from extortion on the
playground to an evil
adulthood; "It's evolution in
Let me start this review
reverse." And the song sort of
Btg Planet Scarey.Planet bounces. along like, Herman's
by saying that I am and alway~
ies
will be a Jazz Butcher fan; can't match some of the Hermits on drugs;
everyone of the Butcher's Butcher's other albums for sublimely silly.
albums is an album well worth shear numbers oflyrically great
There are _some we~
having. While Planet can't songs, but a few really stand · cuts on the album and they
match some ofhis past releases, out. "The word I was Looking . come _mainly when ·the pace
,.like last year's Fishcoteque. or for" is one of my all time J.B. slows down. - "Hysteria," for
Bloody NoT)SenSe, perhaps his classics. It features the best example, is the J.B. 's anything
best album ever, it · is blend of high potency Butcher but -hysterical tale about the
nonetheless a disc that will get sound with tasty brass added life of a group · on the road.
continuous play on my stereo -in, mixed with Butcher's great frankly it- sort of drags along,
lyrics at a "manic pace. The inoffensively to be sure, but it
for quite a whUe.
Forthe many ofyou who song is psychotically upbeat, doesn't really add much to the
have never heard one of the but t)ie lyrics have a certain album. The same is true of
Butcher's records, he is a seriousness when written out; "Nightmare Being" and a few
British imp (an impish Brit?) .. The word~ of dead men that others; they ~en't just filler,
who plays a mean acoustic/ you learn at school/ Are but they aren't up to the level
electric g:uitar with a tight. - supposed to serve you right, the Butcher is capable of.
incisive, yet lighthearted, style yes, they're supposed to be your However there are some great
- much like his bltingly funny tools/Don't give me no slow song~ here, like the
lyrics. The rest of the band. nonsense, don't give me no lip/ concluding "The Good Ones"
plays rock with j~. blues and You left your tools out in the about a crazy and tired man
even country influences. ·The rain boy, I can see the bastards rambling ·about a Jesus who
best thing about the Butcher's drip."
"loves the s-p acemen" and who
~~ Butcher's ~st songs
albums is their mad sense of
admittedly hears yoices, but
playfulness; his complete lack all follow this sort of strangely only at night. Although it
of stance and .prose are really schizophrenic pattern; th~ sounds silly the song' is quite .
_ ·
. ._ quite ·r efreshing. Don't get me happier they -sound, the more. pretty. ·
wrong, the Butcher has more amazingly sarcastic and caustic
All in ~. this is a fine, by J. W. Morss
sultry vocals with country rock'
to·saythanmostbands, he just they are. His ,z any "Bicycle fine record. If you have never
I didn't know where I was underpinnings. The . Ip is
doesn't take himself quite so Kid" about the "dog-faced been lucky enough to hear the for a second. Maybe that was superbly - mixed
·and
before, fashioned. After all, neither encapsulates the hermetic feel
seriously. No.matter how silly spawn of a working class tory," Jazz Butcher's music
)
both musically and lyrically the is the story of another wor}Qng seek it out. His unique style cotton nor denim nor leather of the Cowboy Junkies' Trinity
Butcher gets, there is . never · class toiy in · the making; an must be heard to be predominated. Maybe the way Session.
But where the
.-_ any doubt of his c_o nsiderable eleven yecU"-old wearing Mr.~ understood·; and if you ever . the guys pulled on their Junkies' work recalls the
talent. I've seen the Butcher on slippers~ wtio "had a pet rabbit have a chance to see him live . . Goronas or the pointed looks of acoustic blues · of · the
disgust from Tracy Chapman - Mississippi .Delta, Texas pays
. stage and the man's energy that died/ evil little P'*ker put ·. ·. ·take it! '
level _a nd -pure explosiveness - his pet through the window/
wannabes had something to do homage to Chicago's electric
with it. I know I w~s supposed blues in the title cut
to be in some posh nightclub in · instrumental "Southside." .
the ..Republic of Cambridge."
I was ·unsure if the band
What.kind ofband was playing? could replicate their sound live..
Wen~· the pre-show music is But my fears were allayed
usually indicative, but new quickly. The strong dynamics
Tears For Fears was a definite of the first cut were carried
red her.ring: the only bands throughout the . set. The
that sounded like that were keyboards spelled out the
either dead (Beatles) or not ..live" · rhythm and cadenceoverwhich
'
(XTC).
Ally McErlaine's guitar
The band in question is scribbled bluesy bends, trills
Texas, who appeared at -and slices. _Some songs from
Nightstage in Cambridge last the lp were embellished: the
Thursday night. .
syncopations on "Everyday
My uncertainly still Now" were more pronounced,
Jingered as the band, donning Ally's shuflle lick -,o n "I Don't
modest Smiles to slightly more WantA Lover." There were also _.
immodest applause, walked·on a few cuts, all decent, performed
stage. WBCN's Ken Shelton which aren't on the Ip. · One
hadn't extracted more than a sounded suspiciously like the
few syllables from two of the Rolling Stones' ..All bown The
members on the air that Line," called "Nowhere Left To
afternoon. This reserve seemed Hide." In fact, the tune was a
still in place below their good · riff-for-riffcopyexceptforsome
haircuts (1 figured that ·meas\l,res leading from the
Sharleen, the vocalist, aformer chorus back into the verse·.
_hairdresser, wa~ responsible). They had guts.
- But after a little noodling on
· . They also cared. Sharleen
the keyboards, the rest of the introduced Stevie 'Wonder's
·band kicked in to the Elmore "Living For The City" with a
James classic "It Hurts Me Too" reference to the band's home in
and thus kicked reserve right - Glasgow. She said they could
off the stage.
relate to the song. She didn't
Starting their set with the have to say anymore. The
Texan-:penned tune may be sparse arrangementandj~gged
tongue-in-cheek because guitar trace i the decay and
. they're from Scotland. Their disillusion felt in ·t he_streets
first Ip is in the top ten in the and in their hearts. Before
UK. The firsttune to receive air band retµrried to ·the stage for
playinthestates, ..IDon'tWant. their encores, a girl, who
A Lover," is catchy and shows appeared moved, beside me
theirdebtto Lone Justice in its ·a sked if I approved. I did.
Beau and Jeff Bridges play bi:others with a lounge act in The Fabulous Baker Boys.
The Jazz Butcher

Big Planet Scarey Planet

Texas

.

1

in Boston ·

'

the
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cow5l1P

The Daily· Commu_ter Puzzle , 1
2
ACROSS
1 -Wood strip
14
5 Artlflclal
waterway
17
10 Foreman
14 Cabbage
15 Without aid
16 Great Lake
17 R-a mlflcatlons
1

3

4

7 - 8

9

11

12

13

r

.· 19 Healthy
20 Boxing

/

decision
21 Paradise
22 Zigzag skiing
24 Raised
platform
· 25 Repast .
26 Ball
29 Sudden profit
33 Available
tesources
-34 Does office
54 .
·work ·
_35 Sticky
58
· / substance
36 Orient
81
37 Studied hard
38 Sleeping
places
39 Deed
6 LIiy plants
40 Crews
7 Name word
41 Cookstove
42 Puts back Into . 8 Social Insect
9 Decreased
office
·· 44 Social classes 10 Benefit
11 Kind of exam
45 Acorn trees
12 Farm building
46 Strongbox
_13 Appear
47 Speculation
18 Approaches
50 Portion
23 Boys
51 Distress
24 Slight
signal
· . depres,lon
54 Possessive
25 - Standish
55 Teenage
· 26 Daub ·
58 Entreat
27 Serenity
59 Rambler
28 Rush
flower.s
60 Singing voice 29 PIiots' insignia
30 _Emissary
_61 Shortly
31 Hotel
62 Believes
32 ·1s beat~n
· 63 Hard .hit
3-1 Baptismal
DOWN .
basins
·
43 Untie
37 One's familiar 44 Light touch ,
1 Revue part
46 Witch town
area
2 Slender

3 Too

4 ·Oolong

5 Golfar's siide

47 So
38 Foundation
40 Toothed .whee! 48 Brave man
49 Therefore
4 f Fiat fsoats

10117/89

50
51
52
53

Posture
Betray ·
Awue of
Pack

56 Fem·a!e deer

57· T~ll-J

·1 .,"· ".·
__

,,, .

\ '
.
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the .Shuttle · ·

ATH.LETE
-, of ·tfi~
WEEK!

Weekday Service

A-Lot
:00
Thompson Hall,
:02
C-Lot
:04·
McConnell/Hitchcock Halls·
:05
Parsons/Kingsbury-Halls
:07
James HaU
/
:08
A-Lot ,
:10
T-School/ Barton Hall
Mast Rd. & Spinney Ln.
Service Garage
Central Receiving
Data General West Lot
Central Receiving
'
Service Garage
Mast Rd. & Spinney .Ln~
--T-School/Barton Hall
A-Lot
Operates Monday -Thursday 7am
· .. Friday·lam - 7pm

the Shuttle

.Week Of: SEPT. 26.

:10 :20 . :50
: 12 :22 :52
· :14 :24 :54
:15 ·:25 :55
:17 , . :27 :57
: 18 :28 :58
:20 :30 . :00
:31 , --:32
:34
:35
:38 " . --- /
:40
"" ·:41

PRESENTED
BY

Name; RYAN JONES
Sport; FOOTBALL
.Ryan, ajunior.J)B for UNH,-take:
the. Yanlf.ee Conference Defensi
·Player of the Week and ECAC
Co-Defense Player of the Week f:
his game on Oct. 14; In a 17-10 /
non-league win over Co~ate,
Jones had si~ tackles, two
interceptions, a fumble recovery
forced fumble and a 26-yard pun
return to set up the eventual ,
game-winning TD. His second
int. call).e with 9:49 left in the f ou
at the UNH 28 .with ·the "Cats up ·
17-10, when he caused Colgate
.fumble -at the UNH 1. Jones is 5185 and fr'om South Plainfield, N

'

--- • :43

--- ' :44 · ·
--- :45 --- ·
- 1Dpm

H A Y D E N

s, p·. 0

R ~T S

Sunday evenind Sefvice

Data General West Lot
A-Lot
'
·

:08
:10

:38
:40

38 Afains'T.·
'IJurliam 9{9{ 03824

Stops at Thompson Hall, C-tot., McConnell/Hitchcock
Halls, Parsons/Kingsbury Halls, James Hall.
.
Operates Sunday 7pm - 1Dpm :

',

Shuttle arrive·s /leaves at above times past the hour

-

Look for the .·Athlete of the Week· every
· . Tuesday, ONL Yin the New Hampshire.

These times dre approxim.ate, please arrive a few minutes
bef9re the scheduled tim~

,

"'"I9-{'£~'ES '.J{O PLYlCE LI~ :J{O'Af'E" · .

"There's No Place Like Home"

'LJ'.J{:J{!J{OAf'ECOAfI'fi,£{J 1989 'WE/D9{'ES'D.9l'y, OCT. '18, 1989

'H_o ~ecoming Cont~st 1989

.~oorw .4\011®Qll®U @1-n@ooU <U:wn~ft@fl ·. ·

·IT-Shirt Contest ._j

©@fjj)fi@f;}il ·_.

- _.

.
.~
"
.
$5 _registration fee
CAS~ PRI_:~E!
Ju~gm~ Thur. Oct. 19, 12:30-2c'
Wmners annou~ced at·
Street Celebration at 4:30 pm

IResidence Hall Decorating Contest
a .

r,

(

,

IThiirsday

j

- -Free Food and Entertainment
· featuring ..... The NH Gents & The Notables
and a chance to win Livingston·Taylor -Tickets ,
9pm ."The Wizard of OZ Movie", AT Q Lawn
.
FREEIHH
.
Qome get ideas fo·r your floats and costumes I

I.··_

r·,·. - ~?9

,.

4 pm- •Health Services Lawn
A_nnual Homecoming Bedraces
GIANT TWISTER CONTEST .· . 5 pm in lower Quad
Music & Free Prizes for all
Reg. fee $5/team of 5.
Reg._fee $1/person $5/team _
_
:;~~~
-

,>

8pm Homecoming Coff9house, Devine Nich·e ·

.

$15 registration fee
. ,·
, . ',
Judging on Tues. Oct 17'-& Wed.-Oct. 18
Winners get a full page layout in •_ a
- The Granite and $150 prize
~

) IWednesday I:

ISponsored By: CAB, PF0,<I>I~O, Wildcaftesse~

y-\anner Contes~

Enter your Homecommg T-shirt
Win a cash prize! IIIIIIIII
. - $10 entery fee
.
~ ..
Judging will tak:e··place at~ ·
Street Celebration at 4:30·pm
· ·

4pm on,Health ·Services Lawn
MUSIC, Tons of FREE Prizes!! _
Re-gistration :·$1 per perso'n, teams of 3
· Come break the world's-·record!! ,

(

'

.__llillllfl_

IFriday I -~ ·_;@<

Float Contest- 3:30 pm
$1,000 ·P.RIZE! .
Reg. fee $20 per float

~=trf-~

Costume Contest~ 4pm .
Winner recieves a 2 person ,
HOT AIR BALLOON RIDE . Runners up win.free dinners
and brunches at the New
England Center
·
·(

'REGISTRATION and more information available at
Student Activities Office, Rm.,126, MUB. 862-1_001

·sponsoredEy P'fO
'!''

' 0
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PARENT'S

continued fro1n· page 3

saw families eating eve- to running around getting eve- chine," said Fogarty.
Embarrass~
rywhere from down-town Dur- rything. Usuallysomeonewaits
ment came when parents got in ·
ham and l'ortsmouth to the on you," she said.
The coffee ma- some residence-hall elevators.
·
· dining halls.
"We're used to
For those w:ho chine tended to confuse parate in the-dining halls, "It was ents. Many were seen pushing _ it," saiq Fogarty. But she exand pulling on the spicket when plained how parents don't rekinda weird," said Militello. .
"I wasve:cyun- all they needed,to do was push alize they -have to move wlien
·c omfortable/ saidFogerty.She the "manual fill" and "cup" someone in the back needs to
get.out.
said her parents thought the button$."
"The worst
"I had to help
food was fme, once they got to
sit and eat it. "They're not used • · my mom with the coffee ma- part was fitting them in the .

elevator and Grandma using . chance to spend time with them
the control buttons," said that I wouldn't normally at
Conaty.
home," said Denise Morrison.,
Although Par"I liked sharents Weekend can be a stress- ing something I do every day
ful time for parents who have :wtth, them," said Militello.·
to learn all the tricks and stu"When they .
dents who have to show their come up, YC?U can see howmuch
parents the ropes, most agreed they really care," Rebecchi said.
that it was worth the effo~ and "The whole familywas together
embarrassment.
and happy to be together."
"It'"s · a good

~

.

.$45 (OR LESS) ONE WAYTHE TRUMP SHUffLE STUDENT FARE.
Now y~u can be an angel ... and fly homeward on The Trump Shut~le for ~nly $45!
. . .This special fare between New York and Boston or Washmgton 1s for college and graduate students
age 24 or younger and is good on our h6~rlyShuttle flights Monday-:-Friday 10am-2pm and anytime af~er
7pm, all day Saturday, and Sunday until 2pm. Just ~resent your valid colleg~ I.D. when you buy your t~cket
.·from your travel agent or at The Trump Shuttle termmal at New York LaGuard1a~Bost.on Logan or ~ashmgton , .
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - National: No reservati9ns required.
1
Or you can pay even less-just I Call tol I free, 1-800-247-~786, see yo~r travel .
.
$37.90 per flight- when you purchase The I agent, go toThe Trump Shuttleticket qounter.at the airport or return this couponto:
The Trump Shuttle, TermPass Order Dept,' p 0, Box 8,
boo~of 10 , I
Trump Shuttle TermPassSM
East Elmhurst Sta., East Elmhurst, NY 11369
I
B
r_[l
·k T d
□ YES!I'd like to purchase THE TRUMP SHUTTLE TERMPASS_::a book of 10
. one-waytIC ets. Oor er your erm ass,
,· one-way Shuttle tickets for just $37.90 per flight
mail in the coupon ·\be~~~' ~r visit any .

i'.\'ft'l,:\,\'•ifH
:f{~!:: ~t. .¾
t

-

~=~,-~ -ip _e - - - -This is my
Telephone ~eaCodl'- - --

D

-

-__,;__ _ _ __

School Address

D

Home Address

- College _ _ _ _ _ _ Class of~_

.D Check or Money Order for $~79 enclosed..
Please ch~rge to: D American Express D VISA

□MasterCard

Card#I · I I I I J I I I I I I J I I I

D Discover

IF.xp.Date _ __

-Name on Credit Card·-- - - - - - - - : - - - -~ - - - Cardholder Signature _ __ __ _--,-_ _ __ __ __

-__..,.

(Signature required for credit card purchases)
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Comics
tJJeatli in Heaven - 'Tfie Media Cliifd . 6y Jeff Harris
'""" LboJ< HERE, So
.J

TH£ FLAG

:rs

SN:.RE.O 5YMBo

·OF 78£ FRFEDO
BLOCOED A

UF~H£ COURT
BURNTNG OF 50

\:__\.IE'RE_ ALL __AB

..._.

I

DON'i CARE WHO

iHEY TH:I.NK THEY
ARf.1 N0/30DY, I

- MEAW NOBODY, 5HOULD

NEVER BURN •••

You DoNT kNaw NorHING'
You NEVER ffRVED •
YouR COuNrRY.' ·.

'HY

DoN'T YA Go BA
RV$$1A 0£ CHINA
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Comics
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MIST.ER BOFFOby Joe Martin

~SUPERGUl'
NIK, I ALMOST FORGOT -TO

SHO~ YOU \JHAT I · FOUND.

HW ITIS.
TAK£ A LOOK,
BVT BE OJlERJL.

, Z LEFT IT
HERE 'IN THE

OH GOODY,
A SUAPRISE,;

CLOSET •••
SOMEWHERE.

I

GROOVY,
IT TALKSI ,

HACKS HALL
sq

WHAT's THIS"

Hl)NJE COM/NG
11

T.HERE

s

YrAr.r

di .

---------T:S A RIP-

-

ROM ''THE

N

HEY/ ARcN\T YOU

~

~K \N

\NS&-00 -

i
/-;.

)Wssw:.:E: ~-•·\:R,

1

~

by Rick

~
~R~EG~

Ne£

C-AN'T- I.
HAVE A TEST . l:l

Kam·pus Kom1x
II

1-t'V.,. ~ Wl'T -r/.ltNI<..
He5 ANY RF.LhTIDN TO•··

DeN

THY/

-Sawyer
DDJES, 1c
\HG"TO LEA

N'r' FALr1<
tSHl(EBAB
I

0

__.

GONNA STAY fDR
ALWAYS- ·HAV£"· EX/t
Mf=CO>i'IJN
TH£ BLOCK PARTY ltf
THE. LOW£1? ~lAI\D?
-,.
Li.SE

r

'T IT G~1TO

.WHY T>O THEY _

....

"This i~ l{Oinl{ to be a brpe::,e_'~

I . .

s

S/2 it!
Great back-to-school prices oll·PS/2's.
, Jµst in time. You can pick up an IBM Personal System/2CiJ with easy-to-us.· soft wan· ·
-loaded andready to go. And best of all, you get it at a special low back-to-school price.
And that's not all. When y~u buy_ the PS./ 2,® you can get a great low ·prict~ on
PRODIGY,® the exciting new sh~pping, information and entcrtainmt~nt computer
service. Start this semester up and running with a PS/~ at a low, low price:"

/

~'········· ·· ·· ·· ··· ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·

·4~

.\

/

.• ,.. . . ~+,·

PS/2 Model 30 2:S6-1Mb mem- , PS/2 Model 50 Z-lMb mem~
ory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor,
ory, 80286 po MHz) processor, · ·
one 3.5" diskette drive (1.44Mb),
one 3.5" diskette drive (1.44Mb),
· 20Mb fixed disk drive, IBM
.
30Mb fixed disk drive, Micro
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
Ch~nnel™ architecture, IB~
DOS 4.0, Microsoft®
Mouse, 8511 Color Display,
Windows/286~ Word 5.0,*
DOS 4.0, Microsoft
hDC Windows Express:t,t
Windows/286, Word 5.0,* Excel,* _
hDC Windows' Manager and _
hDC Windows Express,
hDC Windows Color
hDC Windows Manager and :
hDC.Windows Color _ . $293
$2415
TM

TM

-

5

PS/2 Model 55 SX-2Mb,memory, 80386SX™ (16 MHz) pro-·
cessor, one 3.5 " diskette drive _
(1.44Mb), 60Mb fixed disk drive,
Micro Channel architecture, lBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Display, ·
DOS 4.0, Microsoft
__
Windows/386, Word 5.0,* E~cel,* ·
hDC Windows Express,
- hDC Windows Manager and
hDC Windows Color $

3675

-F~r Purchasing Information Please Contact:

-The University Technology Center
Room 14A, Thompson Hall _
(603) 862-1328

==®
-- --- ----------- ·-

-= ~==.

*Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions. This offer is limited to qu~lified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E21, '
- . 8550-031 or 8555-061 ori or before October 31, 1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charges. Check with your ·
institution regarqing these charges. Orders are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the pr6motion at any time without written notice.
IBM, Per~nal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks, and Proprinterand Micro Channel are trademarks,.,of International Business Machines Corporation. PRODIGY is a
registe(ed trademark of Prodigy Services Col'T}pany, partnership of IBM and Sears. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. hDC Windows Express, hDC
Windows Manager and hDC Windows Color are trademarks of hDC Computer Corporation. 80386SX is a trademark of Intel Corporation. © IBM Corp. 1989
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1976 Dodge Colt. MUST SELL.
Good condition, runs well. 95K.
.Minimal rust-"-just moved . from
Virginia. $350 or B.O. 659-5518
LAPTOP COMPUTER: Zenith Data
Systems, 20 meg Hard Prive; 640K
RAM, 720K 3 1/2" -Floppy, .1 200
Baud Modem Backlit Hi Res (CGA)
LCD Screen, Battery, AC, case w/
strap. $189-5.00 (With Panasonic
KXP1180 (new) printer and cable
$2095.00. 335-~466
.

Classified.

extra income . T-shirts $10-, Sweatshirts $22, see
this semester? We have part/full Ray or Bricµi ·at Kappa Sig 868time sales positions available. Call · 9855. Or go to the .table on Main
743-3261 after 5pm for details.
Street every Friday.

Are you looking for

,JILL HAMIL1'0N IS 21 · roDAYll
GETHERDRUNKII
CAPTAINWHAMMOVOILEYBALL
RETURNS.

Work Study job at Exder: Public ·
Library. $6 per hour, shelving, shelf
reading, and other tasks. Contact
the UNH Financial Aid Office for
more info.
,
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000
mo.Summer.Yr.round,
All
Countries, All fields. Free info. Write
IJC, PO Box 52-nh0 1. Corona Del
Mar,_Ca, 92625.

1986 Yamaha FZ 750, Vance and N_a tional Marketirtg Firm seeks
Hines exhaust, new front tire, exc. mature ·student to_ manage onshape, awesome time. $2200. Call . campus promotions · for top
companies this schoolyaer. Flexible
868-5160 and ask for Ford.
hours with earnings potential up _
JQTUL 6 woodstove with' damper to $2,500 per semester. Must be
and 15' of 8" enamel pipe. Like organized, hard working, and
new. Stove can , be opened to money motivated. Call Elizabeth-or
function like a fireplace, Too big for Myra at 1-800-592-2121.
my apt. & I don't want to haul it to
NEEDED: Tutor for Differential
't he dump. $50. Call 868- 1942.
Equations, will pay by the hour. _
6 visits for $19 at TANORAMA ·of " Call 868-6490 .d ays or 7 49-3321
Durham
,44 Main St. 868- 1700
Open Mon-Fri 10a.m.-7p.m. Sat
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Giant twister! Oct. 18th, Health
Services Lawn, 4 p.ro,. SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICAIII
Only $439 for 8 fun.:.ftl}ed days.
Justasmalldepositnowwillensure
you a spot. Call ~thleen at 8682669 or Tim at 868- 1103.
Someone·s~nd me a lusty per~nal
please, I'm desperate. ·
·
Happy, happy, · happy 20th
Birthday Debi Riehl! Have some
fun.Justthinkonlyonemoreyear.
Love, Gail..

Don't miss the Pro-Choice March ·
. O:t;l Washington! Buseslea~gfrom
Durham. Nov 12 is the Day. Tickets
on sale now. Find a student's for ·
choice member for more info.

Have you bought your ticket for the
Homecoming Dinner yet? They're.
still · available at ·the MJJB ticket
office.
HELP! Ride needed to :UMaine at ·
Oqmo, Colby or anywhere in
between. Weekend of Oct 27-29. ·
. Call Kerry at 862:-4142. .

THERE'S NO PLACE -LIKE HOME
AND THERE'S NO I>LACE LI~
INDULGE ' YOURSELF AT THE · THE·HOMECOMING DINNER!
HOMECOMINO DI~NERII
Bess, baby, : ~ult:ry thing, loveTEECH-Thanxfortypingmypaperl . · artichoke, paragon offemaleness:
Now I owe you lunch! -CT .
the UNH incinerator has no~g ·
on you, heat-wise._

ADOPTION. Inf~rtile couple
married 12 years anxious to adopt
healthy white ne\Vborn. If you can
help us, call Marlene & Barry colect
(203) 268-5123 after 6:00 p.m. &
weekends. Paid medical expenses.
Legal/ confidential. _ ·
ADOJYTION: Educated farm couple
offers newborn love, stability,
wonderful life. Expenses paid. call
· collect Susan and Alan 802-5923384.

Hey Corey - You told me y6u have
myrmniber.Sowhat'syourexcuse.
- · H ey,you srrrTDMUFFIN
h t
-Gina
··
,.1:u
••• w a are
you thinkin', two babes on Saturday
FOR SALE-1985 Chevy Blazer HiJon-It'sbeenawhilesincelleft night?l?I... you.amaze mellll I feel
sorry for those Australian
4X4, 50,000miles. Prime condition,
'b~_
ll 868 _6490 days, or 749 _3327 · one fioryou. Hereitisl Bob's 1ooking , girls I............... The red-hea:ded
over my sh01.tlder so I'd better not bimbo
ev~nings.
say anything graphic. Love, ME
1979 Chevette, blue 4 door. Well
tnaintained, $500. Call 868- 1054.

._1984 Subaru GL-10 Stati9n Wagon
_,·FWD. 5 Spd. All options. -No rust.
Qreatcondition throughout. Asking
$4250 or best offer. 868-5122.

Jon, he's gone. Let's do the bone
dance. -ME

Hi Sherrie!!

Professional Word Processing for
- your repo:rts.,~ ~?~ume,nt atio~.
manuscripts·, · · thesis, """- etc.
E~rienced, efficient, reasonable'
rates, quick-return. Call Flash
Fingers ( Janet -Boyle), _6 59-3578.

Ashworth Brian and Garylllll I've
-got your paychecks from that
-.'85 Renault alliance Convertible.
restaurant--w~ all love much. Oh,
39;000 mi., still under warranty, · _l!m sony I never had that big bash
$3995. Call Kathy 742-0247
out in _Danville, but .if you can
forgive me and come see me it?- the
1979 Pontiac Sunbird Wgn. 3.BL MUB an~ maybe rll give you your T-shirts - $10, Sweatshirts· $22,
every Friday on Main Street. Or call
Y6, 4 speed, runs good, _needs a
money. , XOXO Terri~
Brian or Ray at Kappa Sigma, 868small amount of rust work for a
sticker~ Call Jere at 964-6459 or Kerri, ~~t job on rush, bitch; but 9855.
~-2866 and ·leave a message. .
isn't the chicken upside down? -,-}ieidi
· Whales/ Dolphins/ ·seals! Marine
mammal clast, & stranding team.
l96~ChevyTruckC-10, runs great.
only lOKonengine. 3 Speed, 2506 Looking for a good time? Go for the FindoutmoreWed. 7:30Oct. 18in
· ·cyl., 18 mpg, fleetside, $475 or B/ sure thing! NH GENfS& NH NOTES SLS 238 or ~all 749--9112
6. Call Jere at 964-6459 or 868- in concerti October 2 l-8at. 8 p.m.
Richard ~ .Happy two years 2.8 86 & leave message ..
__ Johnson Theater. Tickets at MUB
from, Too Far Away. I loye youllll
- They're going fast, so hurryl
1
Sears large capacity dryer. $200. .
Very good condition. Contact Jeff Highlight your Homecoming'
862 -3 ~ 70
Gents&Notes2ndannualconcert.
Congratulations to the n~wpledges
of Delta Theta Chtl Get psyched8
the fun isjust beginning. Love, the
sisters.
-,
IF
YOU
KNOW
WORD --

\11~.l!Bt@III)

PROCESSING; WORD PERFECT, I
HAVE A JOB FOR YOU! 'fyping

E~ia~~=t. p.m. Johnson

Are you still having that scarey
halloween p ~

from tapes and written papers fora
11JESIS PAPER $4. 75 per hour.
Please,call 868-5096.

Going. out partying this &turday
night? Fill your stomach up first at
the HOMECOMING DINNER. It
_starts a:t 5:30.

Looking for a good time? Go for the
surethm~NHGENTS&NHNOTES
in concerti October2 l--Sat. 8p.m:\.,,
Office Worker Needed. One UNH Johnson Theater. Tickets at MUB Atomic Flight is HONOR FLIGHT!!
College Work_ Study position - They're going fast, so hurry!
AreyougoingtotheHOMECOMING
available at the Social Security
.- DINNER 011, Saturday? It's going to
office iri Portsmouth, NH. Pays We're donating $1000 to SHARPP ·
be great! Get a group of friends
$6.00 per hour. Applicants must support a deserving orgamzation,
together and join in on the fun . .
be approvecHorCollege Work Study and have fundoingitl NH GENTS&
by UNH. Call 433-0716 and ask for ,N OTES, 2nd annual Homeco ming
·CCD-Thankyou for -w arming the
Mr. Whife.
,
·
show! Oct. 21, 8 p.m., Johnson _
roll.... · from ·the outside and the
Theater. Tickets at MUB.
inside. You are excellent.
PSYCHOLOGYMAJORS.... He1eJs ,
your chance to gain experience ~s' Hey Jefe,, thank you for such · a
~Residental Director while earning terrlfic birthday! Some things ARE URGENT MESSAGE FOR CCDhey, what were -you thinking,
some bucks $$$. call now at Field worth the wait! You are! Love you,
leaving
me in New York? I miss you .
p:xperience .8 62- 1184.
Airril
and 011 Come get mel Love, Larry
CIVIL ENGINEERING MAJORS, _ Fourth Floor Stoke, You're -the (p.s. I want to go scuba diving with
youl)
interested insomeexperience?Ho~ greatest! Thanks
the BEST
about some credits?You can get all b~dayl Love.Amy
Felicia, Lisa and Chris, Hey
this plus up to $10 ·a n houri Call
Hi Tarzan! Can I come swing on . roomies-· th,is one's for you! Oh,
_Field Experience at 862-1184. .
your vine? From Jane (Love you)
and how could I forgetKodiacl Love,
¥Af{E. $1000's _WEEKLY. EARN
_
·thL p.s. nice cookies Fell What's in
f500.00 for every 100 envelopes Justice studies information .· ere, peppermint sc00apps?I ~tuffed. Send self addressed· meeting
,
'
-..
stampedenvelopeto:"EasyMoney• · Thursday October-l 9 . ,
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY -- JILL
I? 0 "·" ~i~
Bof ..6423fJ
Chi~
'
' .. 21fi~.,.. HAMILTONIIII
¼:!'!l.,1'>·.,= ,..,.._.,1&,·
O)~,., 1, ,_o.-m ....v",,2~m.
Horton Rm
..,, "" . . , .
,
•
'~·i:1J
6 ~"~!l~
t1,:g[",;t ,t;Bi&(<L'itl: ', o,.~ ~,i_N' • i\r_F¥""~
\!]j,,~~-~. '" _'.i' ,.,.,. •· 4' -. -., ..,-..~ ~,~;,.· ,\. /!>, ;\, ; '~\\l:N!a&~~•'i,1.:,~'4,~' ~:it j, •,i~lr..:
•
rocus - e -~ expenence

"

EATING RIGHT IS·HIGHLY .LOGICAL.

Recommendations:
.-: Eat high-fiber foods, suf:h as fruits,
egetables, and whole grain products. Eat feweri .
high-fat foods. Maintain normal b.ody weight.
And live· lo~g and prosper.

CALL THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY ,
AT 1-800-ACS-2345 FOR FREE
NUTRITION INFORMATION.

1

for

Il~W

--~•~CANCER
1~RICANfSOCIE'IY"
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Homecoming ,
down Main Street

.,

.......

'

·. nreQtiN·

·. PLACfLike HOMf f:·

.i

. Frida: •·. .October 20th at 5:00pm

.
$~000 prize to winners £?! fl~at ·contest!!:
sponsored by:_Student Activities ' ·Alumni Cent~r ·

lit,
.

-

'

'

.

'

.

.

.

/

.

'

'., ~

.

.· · #l ..
~
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~-

D~:;,!::sp.

_

.

.

-~-1·

·.
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-

.

· ·• ~:t
··

or~.
lFC & Pan~elle

.

/ ..

~

Hallmark Travel
Greek Advisor
-

~h
IA · g::!~:~!~.::s~:-~e!r~~~::nces
R .A
1( A' .New England Center .
.

- ,~11111111 ·

'•

;

-

-

,

Lead the parade in a .
_Follow·the para(Je to ·t he Artnual
prize .w inning
H0MEC0MING-B0NFIRE-·Get .
costume......... .
.,
· your free ·mini-footb.ills & ;h~w your . ·
COSTUME CONT.E ST ·, - -school spirit & suppoi;-t for.the UNH _
winners receive Hot
Wildcats. Che-c k your football :for ·_.·
· Air Balloon ride for
the ·winning decal. Winnefs recieve ·two, runners up reci~ve
Hot Tu.bs•gift certifictes -or· gift- _
free New England
certificates for flayd_e n .Sports.
Center Brunch &
Im~ediately following p~rijde ia
-D inners.
a
-.~
.?; .
the lower quad. . . _-Sponsored by ~-.
9

t·

Q~ , _

'
•
•

'

•

,

I

J,

:

f

'r

If'•''!

•'I
'

~

All floats must be registered
· with Student Activities .· . ,
Office by Thurs. Oct. 19th

.~

•

9 .:r Q

~

1

,

~

I

"

Alexander Hall

.~ . ..

lnfonilati~n & RegistratiPn available at Rm. J26 MUB 862-1001

'

7
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•
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•
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.. Special thanks to: · .

l9 Camp:us Activities
Board & PFO
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Season

premiere
Friday night

DefensemanC.hria
Grassie. 1989-90 hockey
captain. will try to lead
By John Kelley _
The UNHmen's hockey _th_e_t_e_a_m_t_o_a_s_u__c_c_e_s_s_ful_
team- will open their season
The Black Bears have
with the "Hockey East FaceOff' Friday night at Snively last year's Hockey East goalie
oftheyearreturningScottKing, _
Arena starting at 6:30.
Maine, BU, BC, and as well as _Scott Pellerin (62
UNH are the four teams points) and center Guy
competing in the exhibition. Perron(49 points) up front:
The Wildcats are coming
Maine and BC will play the first
game and UNH and BU make off a 12-22 record.last season
up the night cap. Each game that earned -them their first
will feature two-25 min_ute Hockey~stberthinfouryears.
UNH is. led by center Joe .
halves.
BC was 25-11-4 last ' Flannagan-(34 J>?ints in 1988season, while Maine, defending 89), left:wmger DavidAiken (31
}jockey East Champions, was points) and right winger Chris
points).
(31 .
-31-14 and lost in the NCAA Winnes ·
Defensemen captain Chris
Semi-Finals.
The Eagles have 16. Grassi~ and Jeff Lazaro lead a
lettermen returning, led by .veteran backline unit, while
center David Emma and team MVP Pat Morrison is
defenseman Greg Br.own. strong in the nets.s_
The Wildcats ope_n
·Emma was second in · scoring
last season with 51 points, their season October 28 when
while Brown was the Ho_c key they .host the Univer-sity of
·
EastPlayeroftheYearin 1988- · Vermont at 7 p.m.
89.

:-:.:-:.:-

:-::;::::.

Women 's tennis drops
orie to Tufts, 7-2
Iajuries cause problems again for teamBy Carol Christman
. UNH women's tennis
Head Coach Russ McCurdyfelt
somewhat helpless as he .
watch~ his team lose to Tufts
on Friday, 7-2, bringing UNH
·
to 6-6 overall.·
"It's up to the
individual player to focus_on
what they have to do," said
McCurdy. "All I can do is direct,
·t he players have to execute.the
plays."
The.Wildcats won two
_o f tqe 'six sirigles matches
played. One of the winners was

Write
winter
··sports for
The New ·
Ha1npshire
Call Kifu ·ot .· John
.

.

.

-

junior -Tori Wincup, who h~ teammates would have beaten
justretumed·to the team from their opponents if Bye .h ad not
hurt herself. Instead, UNH took
a foot injury. ·
"The foot has gotten a ; the default and ·lost the other .
whole lot better," said Wincup. - two doubles competitions as
.."It has however been bothering well. '
· "I wasn't pleased," said ·
m~ a little since the match. ·
We'll just have to wait and see · _McCurdy after the match. "Not
·. because we didn't win, lJc:;cause
what happens~"
As Wincup comes off, we'.re riot preparing properly.
·
·the injured list, Karen Bye may The singles could have easily
be on it. ' In the second seed_ endedin 3-3 not4-2. The team
doubles, Bye hurt her knee so, has to have determination and
with her partner Jaymie Hye, better preparation for the rethey had to retire the match: · mainder-of the season."
Coach Mccurdy felt that the
\.

****************~**************

.

.

at 862-14 90
Tori Wlncup, returning from a recent foot injury, works on
her forehand during practice, pieparing herself for the end
of the tennis season (Mike Pamham photo).

.
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'Linkster sJare well

_UNH Golf Stats
. ECAC Championships

on Black Course
By Philip Astrachan
The ECAC Golf Championships were held this weekend in Farmingdale, N.Y. For
the first time in history, the
UNH golf team was in ,attendance. This was an accomplishment in itself, as uNH·was one
of the 16 teams that qualified.
There were nearly 200 teams
competing for these 16 spo_ts.
As would be expected,
it was an extremely strong and
talented field. Coach Ken Pope
had modest goals going into
the tournament. He only
wanted the boys to play
respectable.
"In the back ofmy mind
I thought we would place in the
last three," commented Pope.
De-spite th~ doubts
about how UNH would size up
to the many golf powers in
attendance, the boys played a
great weekend of golf. Coach
Pope was really pleased with
the way it went. They ended up
the tournament with an
impressive ninth place finish.
This was more than Pope_had
even expected.
· "To finish ninth was a
bonus," he said. Leading the
Wildcats was Brian Thompson.
Other scorers .were . Mark
O'Sullivan; Ace Eaton; arid
Mike Kurcuba.
Mark
O'Sullivan
played an exceptional second ·
round shooting at 75, two
strokes behind the individual
low score of 73. Had he not
been penalized two shO()ts for a
1

Beth Page Black Course,
_ Farmingdale, NY
October 14-15, 1989

fast ball he would have tied the
low.
Another individual
that had an impact on this
tournament was Pat Szturn-.
Sztum is also a member of the
UNH hockey team, and will be
battling for top honors in this
sport as well. He opted to stay
home for the.weekend in fear of
missing too much hockey
·practice.
The, famous Black
Course, at the Beth Page State
Park, favored UNH's hitting
style. The par 71 course,
featured small greens, narrow
fairways, and . was heavily
bunkered. It was ·geared for the
long hitter.
"There was no way a
short hitter could survive on
this course," saiq. Pope. There ·
were eight par four's that were
420 yards or more.This course
could accommoq~te the highest
level of play. ' ·
Coach Pope was
extreniely happy with the way
his boys performed. They were
one of the few non-scholarship ·
teams that attended the
tournament. They beat
Hartford, who won the whole
tournament last year, 'along
with 'many oilier golf power
houses. Pope hopes that
because of the team's recent
success thaJ more players will
be drawn to UNH's golf
program, therefore improving
the .program even more . .

Domino's Pizza®
Sports Quiz
/

Total of 16 Teams:
1. Temple
599
2. Central Conn.
605
3. Penn State
,606
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Madnes s at
midnig ht for
hoop ·team

By John Kelley
· In front of a 275 fans, the
UNH Team Finish:
UNH men's basketball team
8. Indiana (PA)
626
~tarted its season with a
9. UNH
636*
practice Sunday at 12:01 a.m.
10. Skidmore
636
"Whatwewanttodois
11. Ha:-tford
637
keep the fires hot as far as
*= Fifth player had better card
basketball goes and we
than Skidmore's fifth player. · accomJ>lished
that I think,"
Head Coach Jim Boylan said in
Top UNH Scores: _
Monday's Fosters Daily
Brian Thompson
Democrat. Tuey [the players]
77 - 76 ·= 153 (+11)
were really excited. They were·
Mark O'Sullivan
pumped up downstairs ~fore
82 - 75 ~ 157 (+13)
we came up and I thin~ it gave
Austin Eaton
them a boost, a little showtime,
77 - 82 = 159 (+15)
alittlegl~ourthatmaybethey
haven't had in the past a.Qd I
Team Record: 5-1
~ink it's a boost for their egos
and that's always something
positive." , , ·.
Justaftertliestrokeof
midnight, the basketball team
came rushing out on the floor

under a spotlight and the
players performing lay-up
drills.
After an introduction
of the roster and a dunkip.g
contest by the· Wildcats
amongst themselves in which
the fans wen~ ,the judges (by
_applause) ihe festivities
concluded with a fifteen minute
scrimmage.
.
Before the practice, the
fans had a chance to win prizes
in free throw, three point, and
half court, shooting contests.
"It was a good night,
good for the program," forward
Eric Thielen said in Monday's
Fosters DaUy Democrat. "We're
trying to get some more people
more people. to come _to the
games, get some enthusiasm
in the program."

'Cats attack ~olgate football (continued from p. 32)

Rules

1) .Each Friday from October 13 to December I
there will be a ten question sports quiz in The New Hampshire. Questions one to nine will be wo~ one point and
question i O will be worth three points. On October 27, the
quiz will be worth double points.
· -2) All an~wers should be sent to .T he New Hamp~shire c/oAdam Berg room 151, ~J.emorial Union ~uilding,
Durham, NH 03821 and must be received by Thursday of
the following week. Any answ~rs received after Thursday·
will be deemed invalid for the contest.
3) No one employed by 1he New Hampshire or
Domino's Pizza will be eJigible for any prizes . .
· Prizes
After ~e last quiz on December 1, the points will be totaled· froin · the eniire contest, and the top three point
getters will receive prizes, courtesy Domino's pizza.
-First prize: 10 large cheese pizzas and cokes.
Second prize: five large ~heese pizzas and cokes.
Third prize: one large cheese pizza and cokes.

of

Verification .
The winners names will be printed in The New
HamP.shire 01:1 December 5, 1989 and proper identificatiop.
will be required to collect the prize after that date.

the lead back to seven
(I 0-3) at halftime.

In the third quarter,
the Wildcats went up 17-3 on a
nine-yard Ford touchdown run.
Ford swept left to the five-yard
line, then tightroped it down
the sideline the rest of the way
. for the score.
The ,drive covered 31
yards on four plays and was set
up by another big play from
Jones, thisonebeinga26-yard
punt return which brought the
ball to the Colgate ·31.
·
nie Raiders cut the
lead to 17-10 with 11 :22 to go
on a crazy play in the end zone.
Facing fourth .a nd goal at the
'Cat two-yard line, Goodwin
scrambled and was nearly
sacked by Wildcat comerback
Tim Byrne, but was able to get
the ball off towards a crowd in
the end zone.
The ball bounced off
the hands, httlmets, and shoulders ofsix players before Raider
tight endJeremyGaivey hauled

it in for the touchdown.

"We weren't worried,"
McAdams kicked the extra said Sabb~ "We knew that we'd
point to make it 17-10.
come together and hold them~"
· The Wildcats had a
The 140-yard rushing
chance to wrap it up late in the effort of Ford surprised many
fourth quarter. After driving people, including Wildcat
from their 28 to the Colgate offensive tackle .Scott LaLibfour, Shawn Lane had a 22- erte .
yard field goal attempt blocked
"When I came in this by Bill Nash to keep the score morning, I didn't think Norm
17 _1 o.
was ·going to play." he said.
UNH Head Coach Bill "'lbursdayat practice hel()()ked
Bowes was disappointed that a little slow. But today he made ·
_· the •cats did not capitalize on _ some great cuts out there."
that drive.
Foley also had words of
"That was such a good praise for Ford. "He's a tough,
drive ~d we ate up so much hard-nosed runner. At times it
time," said Bowes. "I would have seemed like we had him
liked to see us convert there." .stopped, but he kept his legs .
Instead, with 4:44 to moving and made it tough to .
go, Colgate started the drive brin~ him down. .
.
that put a scare into Wildcat
·
Ford said it best as far as
, fans before it ended with the the 'Cats are c~>ncemed. ,;It feels,·
Tychsen fumble recoveiy.
good t6 go over 100 yards~ but
,
Wildcat defensive end the most important thing tsDwayne Sabb indicated · that that we won the game/'
the •cats knew they had it all
the way:·
-'C'

· ....,_

/
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'Cats attack
Colg8.te, 17-10

Tufts deals toti.gh
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lriiiill~ . .

loss to UNH soccer

By Jeff Novotny
Although they allowed
· Keyed by super efforts just 10 points, the -Wildcat ·
from Norm Ford and Ryan defense struggled throughout
Jones, the Wildcats knocked the day, allowing Colgate 377
off the Colgate Red Raiders, yards of total offense. But when
17-10, last Saturday before a they had to make the big play,
"crowd of 8,215 at Cowell they usually did.
Stadium.
"Turnovers hurt us,
The win extended the but giv,e UNI;i -credit, they
'Cats winning streak to three caused. them," said Colgate
games.
Head Coacl;i Mike Foley, who
Ford rushed the ball saw his team dtop to 3-3 on the
28 times for 140 yards and one season.
touchdown. It was his first
Three of the five
game of over 100 yards rushing · Colgate turnovers occurred
this season. He accomplished when the Raiders were in NH
this on a day where he battled territory, including a fumble at
a nagging knee injury _which · the Wildcat one-yard line by
prevented him from practicing tailback Hans Ottinot, late in
·
most of last week.
the first quarter, which could
Jones had a part in have given Colgate an early
'
four of the five turnovers forced leacJ.
by the 'Cats · on · the day. He
Instead, it was the
intercepted two passes, Wildcats who got on the board
recovered a fumble; and forced first, following a. fumble
the fur:nhle that possibly saved recovery by Jories at the 'Cat
the day for the 'Cats.
_42. Six plays later, UNH
Colgate was marching quarterback Mar~ Carr hit split
towards a possible game end John Periy with a 25-yard
winning touchdown when scoring strike to put the
Jones made the big play. With · Wildcats on top 7-0 with ·2 :49
just under a minute left in the left in the first half;
game, the Red Raiders rabed
Colgate immediately
second clown and seven .f rom drove 7 4 yards on 13 plays, but
· the NH 40-yatd line.
· could not get into the end zon~
Colgate quarterback after they had first and goal at
Dave Goodwin completed a the UNH eight. They had to_.
pass to flanker George Delaney · settle for a 19-yard field goal
near the NH 30 when Jpnes from Brit McAdams. cutting the
Jarred the ball loose with a · deficit to 7 -3. Shawn Lane ·
vicious hit. 'Cat linebacker Will c~mntered with a 36-yard field
Tychsen pounced on the hall to goal for the Wildcats to build .
end. the Colgate drive and
31
secure the Wildcaf victory. . . F~ot~all,

By Toby Trotman
. Although they lost one from six ygrds out for
their third straight game on Hartford's opener.
The_, Hawks then
~turday, 3-2, the 'Cats men's ·
soccer team can be proud of equalized in the 77th minute.
their performance in Hartford. A goal mouth mishap resulted
Not many teams will push the in the 'Cats Bill Bjork handling
Hawks as hard as UNH did and a shot on the line. Although
with a Utile luck Coach Garber's purely a . natural reaction on
side could have gained their Bjork's part Hartford was Justly
awarded a penalty kick. Goalie
second NAC victory.
The game, scoreless at Arron Agradnia guessed
half-time, erupted in the second correctly on the shot but Bito
period as UNH took a 2 -0 lead , Seraflni's shot was perfectly ·
before Hartford fought back to placed and Agradn:ia couldn't
:reach it.
gain the hard earned win.
UNH refused to buckle ·
'Cats forward Frank ,
pressure but with
the
under
in
scoring
the
Truscott opened
the 50thminute. Alan Jacobson five minutes left fate dealt them
saw Truscott running through a cruel blow. Jim Lynch, who
the middle and played a long had been mar~ing- Hawk's
ball out of defense and-into his Javier Resa, pulled his
The hamstringjustasResareceived ·
path.
teammate's
sophomore then outpaced two the ball. The unmarked Resa
defende~ before tucking the was therefore able to dribble
ball passed George Kortelis, towards the goal and evade the
desperate lunge of Christian· Jiartford's stranded goalie. ,: ~
Pearsall before placing the ball
lc;1ter
· · Three minutes
Truscott scored his fotu;ih goal beyond Agradnia. Despite a lost
of the ,s eason and second ofthe -g roup ·rally by the 'Cats this ;
game. A Scott Brennan cross ended .t he sconng and dropped
ricocheted off a defender and UNH 2-6-2 (1-2 in NAC play)
fell invitingly to Truscott, who and raised Hartford to 8-4-2
·hacl an easy leader to give UNH (2-0-1).
"Us (UNH), Maine, and
a 2-0 lead.
are still fighting
Northeastern
~
soccer
old
an
There's
saying that states a two goal for the last(play-offl spot," said
lead is the hardest to defend. Coach Garber, looking forward
"It's just enough that you start to Wednesday's home gamewonytng about it," said Coach against the highly· talented,
Garber. In the 59th UNH were scholarship rich Boston
given good reason to woriy as University team.
If the team continues
Hartford -pulled a goal back
the good play of Saturday, an
and gained the momentum.
Art Henning's low upset could be likely against
cross eluded the 'Cats defense the tea,m that beat UNH 8 -0
. . Women'• tennis takes a tough to._ to T,ufts, •tory page 30 (Mike Parnham photo).
last year.
and ~ike Froywas ableto shoot
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